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Im'RODUCTION

Background radioactivity from radium has long existed in ground and
surface waters of the United States. but in the last 15 years radium has
become a consequential unna t ural contaminant of waters (Coulomb, 1955;
T(one, 19 52 ; Schlund t . 1910; Scott and Barker , 1956; Scott, 1961; and

Ts ivoglou et al •• 1958).

The onset of the atomic age initiated the

increased processing of uranium ore for its uranium content.
a

daugh t~ r

product a nd a by-product of uranium ore and its purification

(Glas !ltone . 1958; and '!"s i'/oglou et al.. 1958).

are

Radium 1s

rel ea ~ ed

The uranium refinery wastes

into st r eamc i n which all forms of aquatic l ife are exposed

t o the r adioact.ivi t y of

th ~'

radium contaminated water s.

r he U. S. Public Health Service was interested in determining to what
extent radium was i ncorporated and concentrated by the aquatic biota when
exposed to th e level " of contamination measured .

These levels never

exccede-i 55 microml.crocuries per liter of water from the streams of concern
i n theo !'our Corners area of the United States (Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,
and Ltah )( U. S. Geological j urvey, 1959 ) .

They financed a segment of this

stuay through t heir Nat.ional Institutes of Health contract number RH-77

( G- : ). The
OC CUi'

~ to~ic ~nerey

Commission was interested in what subtle changes

i n aquatic bif"l ta <;ubjected t o the sublethal concentrations of radium

found i n t he polluted wate:·s.

They supported a portion of this research

through their co ntract number AT(11- 1)-1023.
I n orde r to fulf i ll the contractural obll gati ons and obtain some indicative results defini t e limited objectives were established:
1.

To determine what changes occur in the blood picture of fish

2

exposed to different levels of radium for different time periods .
2.

To determine where the radium concentrates .nd to what extent in

fish exposed to different levels of radium for different time
periods.

Controlled conditions were extablished through laboratory experimentation.
Goldfish were selected because they are convenient to get in large numbers
as a homogeneous group.

They are hardy arrl easy to handle . aM. they are a

good representative of warm wat er fish.
The characteristics of the blood that were determined are :
a.

Microhematocrits

b.

White bl ood cell counts

c.

Total plasma proteins

d.

Differential smear ratios used t o assess white blood cell
composition.

This clinical study of the blood made it desirable to investigate
radium concentration in certain organs.
a.

Total internal organs

b.

Backbone and opercular bones.

The selected tissues were:

Consequently, a third objective was possible, though i t was not tully
achieved •

J. To determine if any justifiable correlation exists between r adium
concentration in a selected organ and the changes in the blood
characteristics of fish exposed to different levels of radium
for different time periods .

3

REVIEl< OF LITERATURE

Radium. its chemistrY. physics. and biology
Chemically, radium is a divalent element of Group II A with an atomic

number of 88 and an atomic weight of 226.05 (Holmes, 1949).
state it 1s a

s11ve~

In the pure

white metal that easily tarnishes 1n air.

melting point is 960 0 C. and the boiling point is 1140 0 C.

The

Radium is usually

prepared in the solid carbonate or sulfate form or as a liquid in the very
soluble bromide or chloride (Hodgman, 1949).

Radium chloride was used for

this study.
Radium 1s naturally radioactive and possesses a half life

years (Glasstone, 1958).

Radioelement

1620

It is a member of the Uranium Series.

The Uranium Series
Corresponding
Symbol
element

Radiation

u238
Alpha
Th234
Thorium
Beta
Uranium XI
Pa2)4
Protactinium
Beta
Uranium X2
U2)4
Alpha
Uranium
Uranium IT
Th230
Alpha
Ionium
Thorium
Alpha
Radium
Ra 226
Radi um.
Ra ~anation
Radon
Rn 222
Alpha
~etc. throu ~h several steos and .rears to stable lead ,
Source ; Glasstone, 1958, p. 13j
Uranium I

nr

UraniUJII.

HalflUe

4.51 x 109yr
24.1 days
1.18 minutes
2.48 x to5yr
8.0 x 10;:f
1.62 x 10 yr
3.82 days
Pb206)

The alpha emitting radium is found in uranium. ore at the ratio of one part
radium. to 2 .8 million parts uranium.

Uranium ore in this country is found

in the mineral carnotite which has its parentage in igneous rock (Holmes,

1949).
One gram of radium is approximately equivalent to one curie of activity.
One curie is defined as 3.7 x 10 10 disintegrations per second.

Deleterious

radioactive activities are usually in the concentrations of microcuries

4
) or micromicrocuries (.. 0 -12 curie.
)
( 10- 6
curie

The maximum permissible

body burden tor humans is 0 . 1 microgram or microcurie (Fink . 1950:

International Commission on Radiol ogical Protecti on, 1959).
The National Bureau of Standards in 1941 therefore set 0.1 microgram
fixed in the body as the maximum safe level of radium content. This
figure means a maximum over-all intake of one microgram as the safest
limit, and certainly not mo~e than five micrograms, inasmuch as perma-

nent f ixations of 0.1 to 10 percent of ingested radium have been
reported with an average of about two percent. [Fink. 1950 , p. 232]

Tbe level of

O.~

microcuri e per l iter of water was the lowest activity

to which goldfish were exposed , since both

suble~hal

conditions and biologl_

cal manifestations we re desired .
Biological stua les with radiwn hav e been well summarized by' Fink

(1950) .

After 5 doys only 25-30 percent

th e human body.

o~

ingested radium r ....ined in

Intraveneously administered radium is eliminated more

slowly so .5.5-6.5 percent remained in the body after 5 days.
of the excretion was via the fec es.

Ninety percent

After the early high rate of elimina_

t ion f urt.her discharge depended upon radium fixation which is influenced by

the nutritional and metabolic state of the individual, plus the duration of
exposure and the rate of abs orption.

bloed

and

,lad i um was quickly removed from the

stored in the sof t tissues.

the dose remained in the blood.

After 48 hours only 0.1 percent of

From the soft tissues all the radium was

gradual.1y tTansferred to the bone.

It 1s here that over a period. of years

minute quan ities of radium prove fatal.
Since the ingestion and 1ntraveneouB pathways are the most comparable
ro ut~s

of entr,y for radium chloride into fish and mammals, further remarks

on elimination and retention are confi ned to such entr,y.
elimination from rat s occurred about
(Fink, 1950) .

P.Qual~

Rapid

ear~

through the urine and feces

After 10 days 55 percent of the radium remained in the body,

but it took 2 1/2 years to discharge 50 percent of the remainder.

5
Within 24 hours 50 percent of the dose (83 percent of the body content) was
in the skeletal ff,1stem.

B.Y the end of 10 days almost 55 percent of the dose

(99 percent of the body content) was in the skeleton.
in soft tissues were lew and

beC318

lower in time .

The concentrations

After 1 days 10 percent

of the dose was in soft tissues and over half of that was in the gastrointestinal tract.

The kidney md spleen showed the fastest uptake while

the liver 'Was slowest .

a¥

10

remained in the soft tissues .

d~s

less than 1 percent of the body burden

The blood has a very low retention rate.

Blood contained 0.08 percent of the dose after 24 hours and this value
dropped to 0.005 percent (0 .01 percent of the body content) by 10 days.
In toxicity s t ud ies radium chloride was introduced into several

mammals at repeated chronic doses through several weeks, while the responses
were observed for s everal weeks more (Fink, 1950).

The two standard mani-

festations were bone pathology and hematological abnormalities, mostly
anemias, before death.

Soft hemopoietic tissues also refle cted radium

damage through the loss of functional cells and atrophy.

Widespread

calcif ication of blood vessels and hemorrhage in the tissues were also
noted .

Sufficient LDSO data were not available, but the quantity of

purified materi al needed in one dose to kill an average rat within a
given time was :

Days to death
10
20
30

Microcuries per kilogram
body wei ght
8,000
",000
3,000
1.300

60
100
600
200
150
300
30
Source: Fink, 1950, p. 251 (a small portion
of his Table 7. 19)

The question of analogy between mammals (rats, rabbits, guinea pigs ,
or humans) and fish in the retention, distribution, and toxicology of

6
!"' adh.:.~~ .I.:' ~ : ... :l .! ~ :· · .!. (,t.,. L
tren~ ~

:.) answer , but mammalian wor k does point out the

ana suggests possibilities of investigation.

p e ~~od s o~

). ' 0. or "5

ce edi n ~ ~e~ar ~ s

c~y ~

The refore. the time

were selected for this study with the pre_

servir.r as guides.

Ih ~ 11 te~ature i ~

r r splendent with data on the subject of radiation

and "'i an (Amano at a1 •• 11'£'6; Dunning, 1957; Foster and Davis , 1956; Mori

an

a' k1 .1958 ; Palange e: al •• 1954; Saiki at al"
: ~'5 5;

l OS?; :> a kase and Yamart <1 ,

studles

w ~rc

w.o. ••te disposal.

!'"ood. prompted most
general

Tsivoglou at 31 • • 1958).

All of these

concernei with distribution and concentration of radioactive

substances in rish
C) !"

1956; Seymour at al. 1

in waters used for nuclear tests, reactor

livin ~

c~olers,

The pos sibility that contamina ted fis h may become human
ear~ y

ob servati~ ns an~

investigations.

These findings produced several

concl usions that relate to this study and are

concerned with the actions

o~

radioactive materials in fish.

hlntry of radiocctive subs t ances into fish is dependent upon both the
chemical natura of the
or ganism •
1'1 56) .

e]e~en~

and the physiological characteristics of the

. ach chemical el ement has its own selective behavior (Hiyama,

Hadio :sotopes are sel ectively concentrated in the organs that need

t he el ement.
d eppnd~n r

The amount of radioactive material concentrated is inversely

on the

~o unt

or tno identical stable ions in the water.

Some

of the other major factors that influence the uptake and concentration are:
a.

Aee , size, and

b.

~'rg anis)!".s

c.

Biological half life of the element.

d.

I hy ~ 1 cal , che~tca1, and biological properties of the water, all
of whir h ar o especially true circumstances for radium (Yamasaki,
19 52j .

metab~lic

processes of the organism.

need for the element.

7

3ince radium

~s

in the same family of elements as calcium and possesses

the same affi nity, it r eplaces calcium in skeletal tissue (Newman, 1955).
Once f ixed in the bone the weakly penetrating alpha radiation is absorbed
with

local damage, so radium is many thousands of times more

int~ns e

harru'ul i nter nally t han externally (Downey, 19)8).

The Japanese established an order of appearance and concentration into

fish
at

o~ f~sslon

a:..,

1956 ; .

products from nuclear tests (Amano at al.,1956;

and

Saiki

'rhe .r': rst appearance was on the skin, followed secondly by

blocxl and. then conc!"ntration b egan.

The sequence was:

a.

rirst order -- liver,

h.

.iecond ord. er -- pyloric caeca. stomach, intestine. and gonads.

c.

Third

~ l hen

o ~ d r- ~

k ldn~.

gall bladder, and heart.
.. .

__ skin, bone. and muscle.

radioact h"::l materials enter fish through food, th e initial

concentr ation (out sirle of the gastrointestinal tract) was highest in the
b].<,od With the kidneoy second and other internal organs third.

The long

continuous accumul ·t "on occurred in the liver, bone, integument, and

95 :

muscle (cllipman,

and Takas. and Yamada,1955).

Radioactive s ·bstances also enter the f i sh's body by way of the skin
and gills (Chipnn.."

the l itt.le tunny,

1956; and YoshU at al., 1958).

Chipman working with

uth:ynnus alletteratus, demonstrated that all fission

pr odu.cts did penetrate the skin and deeper tissues from a l esser to a
grE::a.ter {!eeree.
t o st udy t.he

Yosl11 et al. (1957) used goldfish, Carassius auratus,

en ~ry

.: f radioactive materials when fish were just inlmersed

i n con!.am1tlat 03d 'Wato:! r for 69 hours.
Jpot ope

Gi lls

p32

2.5

s3545

Caa9
fir

7.6

94 .5

,6.0

Their results are tabulated as follows:

Results in r adioactivity
Internal organs
others

2.0
0.0
9. 8

53.3

0. 7
0.0

72.6

35.2

8

The relative radiosensitivity of the gills is

notice~ble.

Nonfeedin& brook

trout absorbed calclum-4S from the water with the largest amount appearing
in the gills (Lovelace and Podol iak, 1952) .

From this main path or

entrance the calcium was distributed throughout the body by the blood s t ream.

Goldrlsh were similarly used by Bara and Yoshida (1960) to determine
t he uptake and areas of concentration of sodium_24 and potasslum-42.

The

highest content in the body was equal to one half the concentration of each
i sotope in solution.

Radioactive strontium-90 penet rated t he body of carp

directly from the water through the mouth, gills, and skin . and gradually
concentrated in the bone (Danil1chenko. 1958 ).

~egardles s

of high radio-

activity of the water and hi gh enorgy r ad iation of strontium_90 and yttrium90, the fish kept in a rad i oacti ve solution of this substance had comparative~

low radioactivity.

All these discoveries provided assurance that goldrish immersed in
contaminated water for 5 t o 15 days off ered suffi cient entry and exposure
of the internal tissues to r ad ium.
, Radiation. radium. and blood
The actions of radiation and r adi um on blood were excellently
summarized by Laurence 3eU ing and !!linn C. Osgood in a chapter ent itled
"Action of benzol, roentgen rays , and r adioactive substances on th e blood
and blood forming organs " in the Handbook of
p. 2691_2801).

Hema tolo ~

(Downey, 1938 ,

The fol l owing r emarks are confined t o ci rcumstances and

conditions pertinent to th is study.
The most important effec t of customary therapeutic doses of irradiati on
on the blood elements [}n humans] i s t o decrease the number of wbi t e
cells 1• especially lymphocytes, so that l eukopenia and lymphopenia may
occur. Preceeding the decrease in t he white count a t ransient increase
1

white blood cell terms : leukocytes _ all whit e blood cells, granulocytes - ones with granules, lymphocytes - nongranular ones.
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develops • • • very small doses of irradiation may permit a lYmPhocytosis •• • it irradiation causes the white count to reach its
lowest point about siT. days later. • • • The fall in lymphocytes is
greatest in the first 24 hours, but they continue to drop for about
three days. These c olIs rise with the white count, but do so proportionately more slowly •• • the blood contains many degenerate white
cells , especially in the first three d~s . • • • Important changes
in the count of the red blood corpuscles and hemoglobin percentage
do not occur as a r esult of mild or intensive therapeutic irradiation.
Changes in the number of immature cells occur • • • [Downey, 19)8 . :I.

2742- 27 43J

.
.
Changes in l eukocytes following irradiation are indirect effects due
.

to tissue r esponses rat her than that of the circulating cells.
develops from small doses of x-rays.
pbils incr eased .

Leukocytosis

The percent of eosinophils and basio_

The charlFes in white blood cell count and composition

begin soon aft er irr·...diaLion.
Repeated small Doses of x-rays caused a 50 percent drop in lymphocytes
within 1 hour in rats .

In several mammals the lymphocytes dropped to tbeir

min1.mum number by 48 bours , then showed a slight recovery and fall again

In humans that were given an injection of 50

before a return t o normal.
milligrams of radiUM,

~he

Lrop in white blood cells began in one_half to

6 hours, but returne 'l to normal Within 24 hours.

Generally speaking, th e eff ects of radiation are first noticed in
blood. from one-half hour to 9 days after exposure with 35 hours the mean
time lag .

Recovery starts from 2 hours to 45 days after irradiation with

10 days as a mean

( ~l br itton,

1952).

These figur es are broad, inclUsive

ones taken fr om sever al lI\3lTIlIlal s and cover a multitude of experin.ental
circumstanoes and cellular changes .
short period of time

be~ore

But they do point out the relatively

a reaction to and

recove~

from radiation is

noted in the bl ood .
The specific acti ons of alpha rays on blood and other organs are:

1. Aplasia

of the bone marrow, conunencing within

reaching a

~~imum

at 9 to 10 days.

:3 to 5 days an::!
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2.

J.

Leukopenia with a possibl e ab sence of leukocytes within J days .
Small doses may cause an initi al leukocytosis, which also occurs
in some pathological conditions.
Anemia developing only after long periods of exposure to small

doses or a long time after exposure to a large dose.

(This

delayed respons e 1s due to the l ong ll£e of the erythrocyte in
comparison to the short lived. white cell .)

4. Negligible action on any of the mature circulating blood cells.
Some specific results of hematological studies on rats injected with
radium chloride were reported by Fink (1950 ) .

Even though ths dosages used

were oonsiderably higher than thos e in this study, the findings help point

out possible changes to expect.

Anemia developed. a1'ter many weeks in

animals injected with a .ingle do.e of JOO microcurie' per kilogram of body
weight.

There was a drop wit hin 2 d ays t o 40-50 percent of the original

leukocyte count in a.n1.mals receiving 17 to 175 microcurie! per kilogram.
Rat. injected with 51 microcurie. per kilogram of body weight had a deoline
in lymphocytes in 24 hours and after 14 days these counts were 24 percent
of control levels.

Radium also caus ed changes in the hemapoietic syst8l1l,

liver, kidne,y. intestine , bone , t estes , aort a , and coronar,y arteries.

All

experimental specimens died within a y ear regardless of the concentration
of radium chloride inj ected.

The higher t he concentration, the sooner the

animals died .
Recent reviews show that blood changes occur at fairlY low exposure
rat...

The National

Acad e~

of Sciencos (1956 ) concluded that blood counts

in man were statistic all y altered, even at the ma:ximum permissible exposure

level b,y repeated l ow level exposure.
arr:I ~bocyto..

There was a decrease in neutrophile

Hollaendor (1954) al.o concludod that a minimal exposuro

beoame important i f r epeated enough to beoome an aooumulateq dose.

Definite

hematolOgical chango. appeared in guinea pigs when exposed to 1.1 2 rads per

JA rad i e defined as an energy absorption of 100 ergs per gram in any
medium.
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day for several d:lYS .

The same was true with dosages of . 11 roentgens of

gan:aoa rays (r adium) per day for 1 month .

Leukocyte recluetion and macrocytic

anemia occurred in mice and rabbits injected once with a dose of 0.1 to 0.2
micrograms of r adium chloride.

Even 0.02- 0. 0J micrograms per gram of body

weight decreased the ,lh1te blood cell count in these specimens (Altman and
Dittmer, 1961).

A single exposure of humans to 40 to 70 milliroentgens of

x_rays produced a transient increase in leukoc,ytes and lymphoe.ytes atter 24
hours (Urushiyama, 1960).

The grade of reaction was not proportional to

the quantity of irradiation.

"In all probability, r adi ation q=tities as

low as 0.02-0 . 05 roentgen/day can. after a compar2.t1vely short time, give

rise to blood changes

in man.'

(Altman ani Dittmer, 1961).

This quote

best summarizes all the previous remarks .

Exploration into blood plasma protein changes perpetrated by irradiation is of more current concern than the cellular manif'estat1ons, Hhioh were

discussed ,

The two principal plasma protein fractions are albumins and

globulins, both of Hhich are synthesi zed by the liver (Everett, 1946; and
Weil , 1959 ).

Ar" liver

pl asma protein levels.

injury r etards pr otein regener ation and lowers

All ailments that influence

pl as~~

prot ein concen_

trations cause a decline in album1.ns and an increase in gl obulins so the

total amount of protein rnay r """in the same (Wuhrmann and Wunderly , 1960),
Theref'ore, when the total proteins are l owered, it indicates an abnormaJ.
decrease in al bum1n3 .

Disruptions of' the renal and hepatic metabolism

cause a 10Hering of' the total plaSM proteins through the loss of' functional
cells .

Prokopenko (1960 ) f oWld thnt by screoning the livers of'rabbits

from a whole body dose of radiation , there was no r eduction in the albumin
concentration and the
Rhesus

monk~s

~thesis

of nonspecific gamma globulins.

that received from 60 to 600 roentgens of x-radiation

showed a decrease in serum albl.lJllin and an increase in gamma globulin
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(Leone at al. t 1959).

A single 725 roentgen exposure to some other rhesus

monkeys produced a decline in the serum albumin and gamma globuli n in 1 to

14 days (Glenn, 1960 ). Toto).

body irradiation to r ats was £ol1,,,,ed by a

reduct10n in the amount of albumins and globulins in the blood (Fischer et
al ..

1954). Both Koho (1951)

and Supple et

, (1951) also used r ats to

0). ..

find that single exposures of 125 to 750 roentgens caused a decrease 1n
total plasma proteins within 3 days that continued up to

10 days. The

duration and degree of lowered protein content wa s dependent upon the
dosage . but incomplete r ecovery was noticed Qy 20 days .

The partial

re covery O'.ay be helped be cause blood protein survival 1s 12 to 30 dB3s and

half of it is br oken down and r esynthesized in
Wunderly,

10 days (Wuhrmann

and

1960).

Even though all t he previous remarks were confined to honoiothermaus
organisms , they did serve as guides in est ablishing the conditions, dosages .
and time periods of this study.

A nominal amount of lnformetion was f ound on clinical manifestations
of poild.lothermous blood after irradiation.

Bacteremia

~'Ta S ~ ssoci ated

Hith l eukocytosis in pl aice ( 3 flntfish) follol'iing an 8,000 roentgen
exposure (Preston ,

1959). The fi sh died 45-51 days l ater . Hematological

values wer e assessed on blood t hat was removed at deat h.

Table 1.

Fish
Normal
Std. dey.

45

d~s

51 days

Hematological valus s of the two fish exposed to 8 , 000 r comp..1.r ed
with those of normal fish
Packed cells
vol , ~

Red blood cen
count '10 6[mm3 l

21.8
3.0
10.4
6.5

Source : Preston, 1959 , p . B33

2.02
0.08
O.Bl
0.49

Hemoglobin

'!l!!UOOml l
5.66
O.BB
3.63
3.22

Erythrocytes:
l eukocid;:es

40,1
1.211
1.2J l
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Nakat ani (1961 ) did some experiments on l ong t erm f eeding of strontium90 to trout and on t ermination some clinical blood
The results

Tabl e 1.

an~lyscs

l(ere conducted .

~1ere ,

Aver age values for hematology •• • of trout sacrificed at end
of 21 weeks of isotope f eeding

Treatment grOU?S
C""tev.ories
Treatment in uc/ om fi sh
0
. 05
. 005
. 5"
Number of fish
4
2
3
3
1. 28 1. 06
1.47 1.67
Erythrocytes . l06 cells/mmJ
H."",globin . r;n/l00 ml
8. 04 7.69
9.16 10.4
45
Packed cell volume i.~
39
35
57
Leukocyte . 103 cell/
37 . 8 64.6
32 .4
7. 30
~ the l ast char.cteristic proved significont .
*Fed this r ation d21ly f or 21 Heeks .

Source : Nakatani, 1961 , p. 9

Frogs exposed t o snall doses of radium had a lO:'ler rel ative number of

l<!mphocytes but no r ed uction in total "hits blood cells (DOtmey, 1938 ).
Schjei de et al . (1953 ) did some studies on the fr og t adpole, Ron,
c ~ tesbi ania .

roentgens .

uhite colls .

using

x-r ~ys

to eiva si ngle dosas of 100, 250, 500 , and 1000

All exposures caused a decr eas e in t he nwnber of circulnt1ng

'fue decr ec: s3 tJ.:1S slauer in appe:u-rulcc art e::- 100 roentgens

than nny ot t he others .
slol-lest t or thrombocrrf l.es .

The decline

t1 iJ. :J

t 3stest f or l Ylaphocytes and

There Has no n.ppaent r estoration to norIr...'ll

tn.thin 2.5 days f olloHing irraci i 3tion .

The r eas ons f or the pattern of blood cel l changes in homoi otherms
Ilfter irradi3tion are knol,m , so an W'lder standinc: of t hese may help el uci_
dat e the causes and happenings in pOikilot herms .

Rad i c.tion :lff ects :

a.

Blood f orming or gans , such as liver , spl een , and bone rr..arrOlol' ..
These are t he sensitive tissues .

b.

Tissues of the heart and blood vessal:J .
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blood.

c.

Composition of

d.

Structure of platelets so that

pel~phe ral

th~J

disintegrate, clutter

capillaries , and cause blockage (Haddo'H, 1952).

The effects experienced in bl ood are not due to

irr ad i~tion

of

mature cells , but r ather the action of r adi ation in cutting off t he supply
of nffi'l cell s by preventing their normnl development in blood f orming tiss ues.

Theref ore, the life span of various blood elements i s the n.ecessa.r'J consider ation in obser ving changes due to r ~.di2..tion (Holl:2end er, 1954: and Spear,

1953).
After

irrnd i~tion

all blood cel ls decr ease in r.umbers and these

effects ShOH for exposures of

25 r e..ds or hieher . The order in uhich the

blood cells decr ease is (from first to l ast ) lymphocytes , gr ,; .nulocytes,
r eti culocytes , thrombocytes , and erytr.roc;rt.es .

This sequence of decline

i s also the ardor of life span fro m the shortest to the longest life .
short_lived
sensitive of

lY'l!lpho~:rtes

Ill::l.'lJrilli a."1

2.nd granulocytes (l eukocytes ) ,' lre the most r r..dio_
cells .

dose, there i s a r eturn to the
The or der of r ecovery is
and it is ret1culocytes ,
lymphocytea .
r ecovery.

The

I f the exposure is only
norln~-.l
slig~tly

gr ?nuloc~rtes ,

Ll.

si ns).e subl ethal

number.
diff erent

th~

the order of decrease

thrombocytes , erythrocytes , aJ".d

The lO'l'rer the r adiation exposure, the more r apid is the

The erythrocytes and l ymphocytes have the l ea st pOT.:er of r ecoveT"J .

Radiation

da-~1ge

to bl eod

for n~ng

tissues , as refl ected

~J

tho blood

celis , may be foll orrcd by :

a.

Complete

b.

An "excessive r epair " le ading to [In over- production of less
I\Ultur e cells.

c.

Appearance of atnorIll..'l1 cel ls in cir culation .

d.

Per !llc."'.nent cess ation of cll neN cell pr oduction .

recove~J

of production

a~d ~

return to stat us que .
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Any combinat ion of these , Hhich emphasizes the possible complex
r esponses (Spear , 1953) .

e.

The previous r emarks in refer ence to homoiothermous blood and blood
f omine organs have been substa.'"l.tinted in p.nrt by several r el ated studi es

on pOikilothermous animals . Allen and

hi~

associates (1951a, 1951b,

~

1953 ) Harked on the ef f ects of x_roy's on t he hemapoictic cells and ti ssues

of t adpol es .

Their r esearch revealed that doses of 25 to 10. 000 roentgens

destroyed hemapoietic cells and the degree of de struction increased "11th

the dose .

The total amount of hemapol etic tissue decreased from all but

the lightest doses .

At 500 roentgens the mesonephroi bemapoietic cells

manifest ed in j ury td thin

~

hours .

The hemapo1et1c cells in the kidneys

of chinook salmon declined in nUl:1bcr Hi thin 2 weeks

dose of
of

x_r~s

tp~poles

(Bonhrun at al •• 1948 ).

~ tter

a 500 roentgen

The temperature during the irr adiat10n

had no influeno e upon the r ate of destruction of

tissues (Allen at al •• 1951a ).
pl ace at or ne pr mitosis .
dividing oells in

Destruotion of these cells and t issues t ook

Alpha rays

consider ~ble

r el ative~

small dODes of other

Fish blood

and

heL~poietic

c ~used

the degenerntion of potential

numbers , \':hich compar ed Hith tr.e results of
r ~di ation

sources (Tansl ey ot al ., 1948).

bone

Accumulated r esearch on fi sh bl ood extends over half c century , includes
m ?~

species , involves a variety of i solat ed

r eport ed in

3.

multitude of

journ~~s

~ctionJ

and r eactions , and is

C'. nd l l.'.ngu.-'l,s;es (Hunn. 1958 ).

r ecently has consideration been given to blood
clinioal method for diagnosis of fi sh ailments .

oh~ nges

in fish

NOll the

Only
~s 0

st~ ndard

hemnto_

logical t eohniques for hwnans are bei nG" adopted for fish .md used to

establish normil bl ood patter ns (Hesser , 1960 ; Katz , 1950; Larsen and
Sni • • zko ,

1960 , McCorn1ck. 1960 , Rice , 1961, Phillip. , 1961: Schi!fnkon, 1959 :
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and Smith at 01 ., 1952) . The gener al conclusion of these inveetigations is
that there i s extr eme variability .

The blood picture differ s betlleen species

and within species according to age , size , diet . environmental conditions ,
and i-rater t emper ature.

Most studies require a control group of fi sh to

serve for comoarisons and then r el ative changes are recognizable.

experimental design

~d

consistent

tion of bl ood changes of

snk~l

tec~Jlique

Good

ar e necessar,y to insure detec-

magnitudes .

Satisf actory clinical procedures f or

microhe~tocrits.

blood cell

COW'lts , and differ ential smears \oTere available and employed in this study

(Hesser , 1960 ).

other investi ( ator s found the microhematocrit technique

satl sf actoT'J for fi sh blood (Larsen ani Snieszko , 1960 ; Schiffman , 1959 ;
Snieszko. 1960 and 1961 ).

Plasma protein as perc ent gram

!las t he fourth bl ood characteristic that nas measured .
with a protometer (Nctional Instr ument Co., 1954) .

tot~

protein

I t nas as sessed

This instrument was

suggested by Piper ( 1961 ) and proved to be a sati s f actory , efficient , and
consistent tool.
Informati on on hemopoietic tissues of fish is limited .

Tne r eference

that contributed most heavily to this r esearch t-Tas the "Studies on the
origin , development , and seasonal variations in the blood cells of the
per ch, Perca n .;';vescens ."

(Yokoyama . 1960) .

His r esearch not only

established l'lhat the hemapoietic tissue s HeTe , but also helped to classify
them in a definit e order of importence .
~jor

1.

Mesonephric lddne"J - the

2.

Heart

3.

Spleen, liver, and pancreas .

That or der is :
are a

The extensi ve review of liter ature (YokO"J2JI1a, 1960 ) unearthed findings
tha t Here confirIiled b-"J his results .

Yuki (1958) further substantia.ted

17
this classification.

The toW internal or gans fr om fish in this s t udy

l-lare selected f or radioassay determinations .

Bone Has chosen because it is the site of radium deposition .

The

eventual arrival of all the radium into the bone has been fully conf'inned
by t he r evie"s of liter ature and r esearch repor ted by ll>\mey (1938 ). Fink

(1950 ). and the International Committee on Radiological Prot ecti on ( 1959) .

A general concl usion of most workers is that 50- 55 percent of the dose to
which the a.n.i.rnals Here subjected entered and remained in the body.

it i s eventually concentrated in the skeleton.

Usu~

All of

no marked variations

in concentration were noted from one region of t he skel eton t o another .
Therefore . the backbone and opercular bones Here extracted f or radioassay

as representative of the total fish skeleton .
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lmHOllS AND MATERrALS

Exoerimental desi gn and resear ch f acilities
Since dif f er ences bet l'1een f ish Her B anticipated as a probl em. the
experiment was des i gned to minimize t he biol ogical variablli t y .
experimental Wlit wa s a i _gall on jar filled

~rith

The ba sic

1'lat er and containing

The Hat er was aer a.ted through an air hos e and st one .

t hree goldfish.

The gol dfi sh ranged from 80_110 mill imeters i n l ength (body l ength ) and
20- 50 grams in Hei ght .

A hardVTare s creen cl ot h on top of the jar

wei ght ed dOlm t-rith a chunk: of l ead t o keep t he fish in th e jar .
jars HerB pl aced i n the bottom of

servaci as

2.

statistical block .

ar.d t here

~'lBre

<1

~ia S

Five

25- gallon f'iberglass aquarilUll. Hhich

Each block tlas a replicate of i ts nei ghbor

up to 12 bl oc ks , depend i ng on the pa r t i cular experiment .

Each bl ock contained five levels of r adi um chlor ide, one l evel t o each
j ar (Figure 1) .

The concentrat ions liere 0. 0 , 0 . 1 , 0.2, D. ) , and 0 . 4 td.crol~hich

curies per liter ,

meant that e ach r especti ve jar r e cei ved 0 . 0, 0. )78,

0 . 756 , 1. 134, and 1. 512 microcuries of r adi um chlOride .
r cmdomly pl aced 1.'1 the jars .
highest concentration !

The doses lIer e

The jars Here color coded (fr om I m'Test t o

blue , br olm, green , yel lol-1, and r ed ) and the jor s

r andotdzed into the aqll2l"iums .

When the jars n er e t'12shed ani used f or a

succ eeding experiment, th e r esi dual effe ct s "mr e minimized .
The
in t he

aq~iums

aquari urr~

ner e s et in a l ar ge Hat er bath .

to s urr ound the jars and serve

temp eratur e control .

~s

Water

H~S

a bathing

als o plac ed
med i~

f or

The trnnsf er of heat or cold through t he tiat er in

the bat h and aquari ums to/as sufficient to sustain const<lJlt Hat er t emper atures

Water bath at a constant
temperature throughout

12 aquariums (4/time peri :xl) •
each holding five 1-ga110:rl jars

DEJDG[J [J
8GB EJ
XI

III

V

,-

I\"

Hardware cloth 1 id with lead weight~ •
Water level ins je and outside the jar
~

r\
~
d

~
One experimental
unit containing
three goldfish
Figure 1.
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An aquarium representing
one block , each containing
five treatment levels

1":, physical plant for exposing goldfish t o radium under controlled conditions,

~

-0
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in the j ars throughout an experiment.

70° F. were used.

The temperatures of 50°, 60°, and

Cooler temper atures were maintained with a refrigeration

unit that had its cooling coils 1n the water of the water bat h.

Warmer

temperatures were achieved by pl acing several heating elements in the
water bath .

The temperature was checked with a constantly immersed

max1mum~m1nimum

thermometer and a mercury pocket thermometer.

The water

1n the bath was circulated with a Little Giant water pump, so homogenous
mixing was maintained.
All these efforts made it possible to assume that the environment was
constant, exce pt for levels of r ad ium, 1n each j ar.

Factors considered in

this assumption included the temper ature , air supply, light, s pace , compe_
titian , container, and surroundings.
the fish wer e homogenous.

The second major assumption was that

This requirement waa s atisfied with the help of

the Ozark Fisheries , I nc., of Stoutland, Missouri, who provided the fish
free of charge.

Fac t ors considered in this assumption included source,

size, age, growth rate , blood pi cture , and temperment .
With the se two obligations satistjed. the experiment qualified best
for a r andomized complete block design (Cochran and Cox, 1957).

Four

re plications of the five treatment levels were made at each of the time
periods of 5, 10, or 15 days at any one temper ature.

The basic analysis

of vari ance t or any one fractional experiment was :
Source at
Degrees of
vari ation
freedoma
Blocks (re plications)
3
Treatments
4
Error
g
Total
19
aA fractional experiment was composed of one
temperature, one time pe riod, five tre atments,
and four replications at each treatment l evel .
When t hree time periods

(5. 10 , and 15 dqys) at one temperature were
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pooled for one anal ysis of variance , it w:'l s:
Source of

De ~ rees

variation

Col. 1

of freedom

a

Col. 2

"

"
"

Treatment
Within tre atments
15
15
Time
2
1
8
Time x treatments
Error ( b)
:lQ
.!.i
Tot;}!
22
22
aThe degre es of freedom for Col. 1 were based upon
a total experiment tha t contained one temperature ,
three time periods , five treatments, and f our
replications at each treatment level. The degrees
of freedom for Col. 2 were based upon a total
experiment of the same conditions as Col. 1 except
there 'tIere only two time period s .
The same analysis of variance was used when the three temperatures
(50 0 , 60 °. and 70° F.) were pooled for one time period D.nd ana lyzed.

In this analysis. of variance the temperature was substituted for time
in the calculations .
Initiating s nd t erminating an exoeriment
Once the physical f acilities were arranged for an experiment , the
rlater was added and br ought to the temperature selected.

The goldfish

we re starved 60_120 hours, dependine on th e succeedi ng experiment and its
temperature.

The fish Here anesthetized ruth M. S. 222 (tricaine methane--

sulphonate) in water, weighed on a Hansen Model 1440 dietetic scale ,
measured to the ba se of the t ail, and added to the j ars.

Attempts we re

made to use fish within the 80_110 millimeter lengths and 20-50 grams
r ange .

All fish that superficially evidenced open sores or unhealthy

conditions were rejected.

The fish wer e allowed to acclimatize to their

new condition s for 15-20 hours .
The r adium chlorid e was in liquid s t ock solution , so it
to the desired concentration and added to the

w ~ ter

~,,~ s

in the jar s .

diluted
The

fish wer e r etained under these conditions for 5 , 10 , or 15 duYs without
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food or a change of water.

The static environment was interrupted only by

the entry of air aM simulated day-night lighting period.

Arter the desired period of exposure, the fish were dip-netted out
of the jars and placed 1n the anesthetic.

This agent was utilized both

times at a concentration of 1:7000 which pr ovided complete narcosis within
8-12 minutes.

At warmer temperatures less time was needed, while at colder

temperatures t he anesthetic took longer to be effective (Meister and Ritz,
1958: Sandoz. 1959).

The fish was wiped dry and decaudated.

was collected in a spot plate.

The blood

The blood from all three fish in a jar was

collected in one operation, but kept separate for individual analyses .

The

three fish were wrapped together in cheese cloth and pl aced in formalin for
preservation.

Then they wer e transferred to alcohol for keeping until used

later for r adioassay determinations.
When all the fish wer e removed from the
shut off.

the inCOming air was

j ar~,

The water was poured into a wash boiler on a

hot '~l atet

evaporated the water and retained a concentrated r adium residue .
were thoroughly washed in hot water and versene.

wh ich
The jars

Versene is a complex1ng

agent containing EDTA salts (ethylenediamine-t etr aacetic acid) that ar e
effective in removing r adioactive contamination.

They were rinsed several

times t o help remOve all traces of contamination. The air stones were
rinsed and flushed in fresh water for J or more hours.

The air stones

were also color coded, similar to the j ar s , so residual effects wer e
minimized by using the same air stones in the same concentrations in
succeeding experiments.
rinsed.

The water bath and aq uariums were scrubbed and

After all these containers ,. . ere cleaned and rin sed , they were once

again placed into position for the next experiment .
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Blood analysis
The blood was obtained from fish by cutting off the t aiL

The body

end of the decaudated fish was stroked with a heparinized toothpick to
prevent clotting and aid the flow of blood (Linn, 1962).
the spot plate which collected the blood was
heparin from a soaked cotton swab.

light~

If necessary,

coated with 10 percent

The anticoagulate treatment was suffi-

cient to prevent coagulation without harmful dilution and not too strong
to cause hemoloysis.

A 20-gram fish yielded approximately 0. 2; milliliters

of blood . while a 50-gram fish gave about 0.60 milliliters.

The minimum

amount waS sufficient for the necessary blood tests, but it was easier to
work with the larger amount.

No further treatment of the blood was neces-

sar,y before the tests.
The microhematocrlts, white blood cells. and differential smears were
processed according to Hes ser (1960).

The plasma proteins were tre ated as

prescribed b,y the instrument's instructions (National Instrument Co.,
1954).

All characteristics were measured twice for each fish.

The result s

for each characteristic were averaged then pooled with the related findings
of the other two fish.

This combination of values formed a composite

average that became the figure used in the analysis of variance.

Each

characteristic of the blood was then computed. in the analysis of variance
as given previously.
The standard heparinized capillary tubes of 75 millimeters long x
1.2-1.4 millimeters in diameter were used for the microhematocrits.

These

tubes were filled with blood and the bottom sealed with CrltosealJ , a
specially formulated vir.yl' plastic putty.

The tubes were centrifuged

in an International Micro-capillary Centrifuge at 11.500 rev/min for 4

J This registered trademark item is prepared b,y Biological Research.
Inc •• St. Louis 21. Missouri, end is available through most hospital supply
outlets.
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m1nutes\

The final re adings for percent packed red blood cells were made

on a Critocap4 Microhematocrit Tube Re ader.

These laboratory tools are

standard items in human hematological work in which microhematocrits are
an accepted method of clinical diagnosis (McGovern at al . , 1955) .
Upon completion of the microhematocrlt reading, the capillar,r tube
was broken at the junction of packed cells and plasma .

ejected upon the holding chamber of the protomet er.

The pl asma was

The chamber was

closed and the instrument directed at a light source.

A graduated scale

in the chamber makes it possible t o look through th e eyepiece and directly

assess the protein content in gram percent total protein.

Differential smears were prepared b,y pl acing a drop of blood on one
end of the standard 75 x 25 millimeter glass slide.

A second slide was used

to spread the blood to form a thin film over the slide .

The slide was

allowed to dry and then "fixed" with acetone free absolute methyl alcohol.
The slides were stained using Hemal Stain Solutions I and
Co. , Inc •• date unknown).

n

(Hemal Stain

The r atiO of lymphocytes to granulocytes was

determined under oil immersion (97X) with a 15X eyepiece on the microscope.

Usually, 100 to 200 '-lhite blood cells were differentiated per

slide.
White blood cells were prepared for counting by the diluting pipette
method .

Accupettes 5 were utilized since these required half as much blood

as the stand ard clinical pi pettes .
mark of the pipette.

Whole blood was drawn up to the 0. 5

Shaw ls diluting fluid, Solution B (12.0 milligrams

4This

registered trademark item is prepared qy Biological Research Inc. ,
St . Louis 21, Missouri , and is available through most hospital supply outlets,
5Th1s trademark item is aVail able from Scientifi c Products, a division
of American Hospital Suppl y Corp., with a general office in Evanston, Ill.
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crystal violet , ).8 grams sodium citrate , 0.4 milliliters formaldehyde ,
and 100. 0 milliliters distilled water ) , was used to fill the pipette to
the 11 mark.

This ste p diluted the blood at a 1:20 r atio and stained the

white blood cells blue .

The pi pette was pl aced in a B,yron-Garrey pipette

rotator to get the cells thoroughly mixed and stained, which took 10_12
minutes.

The pipette was removed, some of the fluid expelled , and a drop

then placed underneath the cover slip on a Spencer Bright Line Hemacytometer.
The cells required 2 minutes to settle .

The cells were count ed with a

microscope set at lOX eyepiece and 431 objective.

The white blood cells

wer e enumerated in the hemacytometer squares normally used for red blood
cell counts.

The number of cells counted was multiplied by 1000 to give

the results in number of white blood cells per cubic millimeter of blood.
The f actor of 1000 was calculated with the formula :
Number of cells counted x dilution x 4000
= WEe/rom)
Number of small hemacytometer squa res counted
So

number counted x 20 x 4000
80

= 1000 x number

counted

(American Optical, 1958).
A flow diagram of the blood analyses steps is given in Figure 2.
All the laboratory ware that was not discarded was cleaned with
versene, 0.85 percent salt solution, and 50 percent alcohol and wiped dry
~nth

lens tissue or allowed to air dry.

Gross alpha determinations
Since r adium analysis is a lengthy and involved procedure, gross
al pha measurements were t aken as an index to the uptake and concentration
of r adium in certain tissues of fish (Rushing, 1960; and Tsivoglou, 1961).
The tissues selected were the total internal organs
opercular bones.

~Jnd

the backbone and

The fir st represented total pi a cine hemapoietic tissues,
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR BLOOD ANALYSIS
Abbreviated Presentation of Procedure
-,
,-. Anesthetize

3 fish/jax
5 jars/aq.
4 aq. /time _ 60 fish
3 time periods = 180 fish

~

------

I Decaudate

\

~
-- ~ --a---)
bu.cket __ ~ - sink counter I
i

,

,

wrap , i dentity. ~d
preserve for future
r ad 1oass~ by the
method of Tsivoglou

__ -- --

Drop blood onto a heparinized
(1~) spot plate _ stir ;rith a
heparinized toothpick

(1961)

Thence to lab bench
One ~drop

One{drop
I

Into MH+cap. tube I nto WBC diluting Onto stide for
I
pipette (accupette) diff. smear
I
I
Seal >Tith Crito_
Spread
+am
dry
Color ~d dilute
seal - into MIl
I
centrifuge
>Tith Sha>T's Sol. B
I
I
Add so1'. A (abs .
metbyl ROH)
Spin do~-11.500 Mix by totator
I
rpm for 14 min
10- 15 min

.

n7

I

Onto Crltocap rdr Onto he~cytometer
read and record
(counting chamber) Into Hetru. Stain
I
Sol. I & II _ 6
in 10 vol. RBC
I
Under microscope
sac each to stain
I
Break t:lb. at
count and record
junction of cells number ~f WEC

'"

n,;

and plasma..drop
plasma onto plate

(count

of protometer

i

I

1000 =

WBC/rmrlJ)

'"

Read and record
plasma proteins in

gram

%total

protein
A guide to

so~e

of the 2bbreviat1ons

Aq. _ aquarium
M.S.222 _ tricaine methane sulphonate
MH _ microhematocrit
cap. - capillary
rdr - reader
Figure 2.

Dete~e r atios
of WEC uad er oil
(state as r atio)

REC - red blood cells
WEC - white blood cells
Sol. - solution

ROH - alcohol

An abbreviat ed flow diagram of the steps involved in
analyzing blood from goldfish exposed to radium.
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while the l ast

t HO

provided skeletal tlssu8¥ (Yokoyama , 1960; and Fink,

1950).
Each set of thr ee fish that was preserved after blood removal was
taken out of the alcohol , opened . and rins ed .

Each fish was dis seoted and

the desired tissues extract ed and separat ed into the t wo groups already
mentioned.

'!'hese groups of tissues were placed in separate crucibl es

(Coors No . 170 , si ze 4).

The bones from all three fi sh wer e removed and

pl aced in the same orucible, so that ther e was one alpha determination f or

each experimental unit (the I-gallon jar) .
Once t he tissues were in the cruoibles , t he necessary procedure f or
the dr,y ash method of gross alpha determination commenced (T sivogl ou. 1961).
The steps were slightly mod ifi ed and they werss

1.

Dry at 90· C. overnight.

2.

Determine dry "ei ght .

3. I gnite at 600 · C. tor 12- 15 hours.
~Je ight .

4.

Cool and determine ash

S.

Grind ash to a fine powder.

6.

Weigh into t hree wei ghts (50 , 100 , and 150 or 200 mg ) onto separ ate
planchets . This phase was necessary for the calculat i on of selfabsorption in which the counts were plotted against the wei ghts.
The pl anchets were atainless steel cups , 1 1/4 inches in di amet er
by 3/32 inches in depth .

7.

Add a small amount (apprOximatel y 0 . 75 ml) of raagent grade acetone
to each pl anchet t o distribute the solids.

8.

Add 0.10-0.15 ml acetone-luc1te to t ack down the solids .
t o dry .

9.

Redry pl anchets at 90 ° C. for 5 hours and at least 12 hours bef or e
counting .

10. Weigh pl anchets 1nth ash .
11.

Count t wo successi ve 5 or 10 minute counts in an internal
proporti onal count er.

Allow
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The f inal results are given in counts per minute per known milligr am ash
we1E;ht.

The cr ucibles and planchet s required pr etr eatment as f ollows :

1.

Acetone rinse .

2.

Mar k sample number on the bottom lrl.th

3.

I gnite at 600 0 C. f or 30- 60 seconds .

4.

Remove loose r esid ua from the

5.

Deter mine the wei ght s .

2.

wax crayon .

cr~on.

The cruci bl es .ler e coded so that the s ame tissues at similar l evals of

exposure were placed in the crucibles in succeeding analyses , ther eby
keepi ng r esidual eff ects to a minimum.
After the
discard.

an a ~es

were completed, the pl anchets were coll ected f or

The excess ash i n the crucibl es was accumulated in a container

for burial.

The crucibles Hare soaked and washed in ver sene, rins ed i n

water, rinsed in 1 : 1 hydrochloric aci d , rinsed in

~iater,

and a ir dri ed

bef ore reuse.

Water chemistry
In ord er t o eliminat e water changes as a source of environment ally
induced bl ood anomalies , some basic water chemistry measurements we r e
taken .

Deter minat i ons wer e made f or pH, carbon dioxide , dissol ved oxygen

aM t otal nitrogen on the t.,rat er from t he control j ar s (no r adi um ).
pH was assessed

~~th

The

a Helli ge Pocket Comparator No. 605 H T using the

Thymol Blue ..B Color Disc No . 190.. D.

The Thymol Blue .. B indicator solution

i s effect ive i n t he pH range of 8 . 0- 9 . 6 (Hellige , Inc ., 1950 ).

The absence

of fr ee carbon di oxide was assumed when 10 drops of phenol phthalein indicat or solution turned a 100 milliliter water sampl e pink (American Public
Health Assoication , 1946).

Dissolved. oxygen Has determined l-rit h the
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sodium azide modification of the Winkler method and titrating in the final
step with 0. 025 N. sodium thiosulfate (Americnn Public Health Association.

1946).

The total nitrogen content was analyzed ' lith the kjeldahl method

by the Soils Laboratory at Utah State University.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fractionnl exceriments
Blood analysis .--This category includes six exper iments that were
iooividually characterized by one temperatur e , one time period, and five

treat ment levels with four replications at each level (Table 1) .

Table 1.

The six f'ractioml experiments and their experimental cond ltlons

Experiment number

1

ExPosure to r adium
In days
In temp.

50
50
50
60
60
70

5
10
15
5
10
5

2

3
4

5
6

"F.

aA11 ex periments r eceived the same five tre at ment levels
of 0 .0, 0. 1, 0 .2, D.), aM 0.4 uc . r adi um/liter of ~:ater.

Fish from each one of these experimental combinations had their
blood analyzed for the microhematocrit, total pl asma pr ot eins, and l·mite

blood cell count values.

The results f or each of these characteristic s

were subjected to the st andard analysis of variance f or this t ype of
design :

Degrees of

Sourc e of

variation

freedom

Replications
Treatment s
Error

Total
Source:

3

4
12
19

Li, 1957.

The six experiments times three blood characteristics per experiment meant

3

)1

that eighteen individual analyses of variance were calculated.

Two addi-

tional analyses were conducted upon the results of the differential smear
ratios obtained on blood that showed significant white blood cell count
changes .

All of the findings that tested significant at the 5 percent

level of probability or less are so noted in Tabl e 2 .

Table 2.

Result s of the analysi s of variance t ests mad e on the dat a from
the fractional experiments

Temper ature

"F

50

Character3
11H
pp

WEC

DS

Testsb

Time in dats

10

15

N.S. C
S If,c
N.S .

N.S.
N.S.
S 5'1>

N.S.
N. S.
N. S.

-

S 1'1>

5

d

Linijar
Tr. 2- 5
linear

Tr. 5 low
VS.

Tr.

1-4

60

70

pp
WEe
DS

N.S.
N. S.
S 1'1>
S 1'1>

MIl

S 5%

pp

S 5f,

WEC

N. S.

MH

N.S.
N.S .
N.S .

Linear

Linear

Tr. 1 low
VB. Tr.
2- 5
Tr. ) high
VS.

others

a MH - microhematocrit . pp _ pl asma protein . WBC _ white blood cell count ,
OS _ differential smear ratio.
bThe compl ete data and related statistical calculations are in Appendix B.
These re sults are illustrated in the follo~ung sections.
cN.S. _ not signifi cant and S ~ _ level of s i gnificance .
dNot determined.
.
eTr . _ treatment

All of these results are Ulustrated in three dimens ional graphs
in the four succeeding sections on the total experiments .

I n order to

demonstrate these findings without duplication of graphical material , the
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di" t a a re r r esented here in t abul.1 r fcrrr. (T-Ll e 3 ) .

Table 3 .

Line
no .

1

Fr~ cti on '11 experi rr..ent reliults rr e~ented :'IS the aver -ee of the
me:.ns of the f ow- r epli c- tiOllS nt e.-'ch tre; .tment level f or the
ch -.r nct eri stic tested , All these f indings :'I re illustr.: ted in
t he fo ll o4~fig sections

a
Ch"l.r acter <'.flO
experime:1t
pp

50 · F- 5

d~s

pp

2

70· F-5 dr:ys

3

50 ° F- l0 d;,ys

4

50· F_l0

5

60° F-5 d·.;rs

WEe

os

d~:,rs

WDe

os

6

60 · F-5

d:r.ys

7

1{f{
70· F- 5

d~s

uc , r nd1 uM!liter wcter

0. 0

O. !

0. 2

0.3

0.4

4. 38 4. 11 1'. 01 3.94 3. 44
3.62 3. 67 4. 18 3.63 3.51
45 .5 58. ) 50. 8 46 . 7 36.2
7. 13 7.66 B. 20 7. 7820 . 60

Tr . b 3 1.iGh
vs . otte r )

Tr. 2- 5
line.:"r
Tr. 5 l.igh vs ,
Tr. 1- 4

34. 9 J4. 6 56 . 3 52 . 9 '16 . 0
11. 31 4.49 :;. 35 1.41 2. l7
31 . 1 37 .4 39 . 3 39. 1 37 . 6

Tr . 1 10';
other s

'1C .

.:lpp _ plaslIl<J proteins itl percent er ams of tot:! l pr oteirl in the pl :rSlr..'l .
WJ3C - ~·!h i te bleod cel l s in nUD1.Jor of WEC in 1000s in ~I cuei c millir.leter
of bl ood .
DS - differ enti al s;r.e-.r in number of ) ;n.) hoc:,rt.es / gr~nulct;.rt.e (l-ffiC r ,,:tio ).
z.nl - rn.icroherr..a tocrits in r er eent VOlUll18 p::'1cked r ed blood cel ls .

b

Tr . - tre atment .

The pl asJl1:l. pr oteins docn"-.ced

50° F. (T.: i bl e 3 . line no . 1) .
r eported for
et ill • • 1959 ;

m:lllil12l.S

;u-"j

(Fis:::her

.?:3

the tre -.tment level incre- ::;e.:i at

Thi s r es<:.on,;e l.;as quit~ si lill::r to th:lt
i:t

11 •• 19,54; Ol~n..l r 1960 ; Kohn . 1951 : Leo:1e

Supplee et :ti .. 1951).

pr o'\:;.2bly qu i te s i rcl.l,'ll' , too , since ca r p.

The cl:11l,;;e i n cnnsti tusnts
,l

l·;tS

r.e,r rel:ltive of the gol dfish .

p03ses s r-.l bunin , al ph.1 , beta 1 , tat :! 2, "Ind C"UTUl:.a Glc ~,ulin i n the ir pl nsm'l
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(Drilhon. 1953 ).

The review of liter ature section showed that a l owering

of total protein content meant an abnormal drop in albumin , while the
gamma globulin increased , but not sufficient enough to compensate f or the
albumin loss .
The plasma protein concentrations in these goldfish ranged from 3.444 • .38 gram percent , which compared favorably with normal readings found in
other fish :

Worker

Plasma protein

Fish

in gram nercent

Field et 01. (1943) Carp
Goosefish

3. 25
2.94
2.29
2. 48

Sea bullhead

6.30 - 7.66

Trout

Phillips (1958 )
Lepkovsky ( 1929 )

Trout a

_

4.75
4. 12
2. 47
4.24

2 B~ock and brown trout .

The plasma proteins were at a higher concentration at Treatment 3
than any of the others at 70° F. (Table ) . line no. 2 ).

This response

could possibly be due to an overcompensation of the or ganism to radium
and the

5-d~

compensation.

s3Mple happened to catch the system in the period of over_
Overcompensation of the cellular components is not rare and

is r eported by Spear ( 1953) .

Anothe" possibility is that the Treatment 3

fish happened to get sampled during the period of biologicol adjustment .
The blood at the higher tre atment levels has already passed through its
peri od of adjustment t o radium contamination and has returned to normal.
The f i sh at the lower tiro treatment levels have not started to adjust .

Biologioal adjustment to similar tox1.oants is not unusual (IJo\mey. 1938 ).
The white blood cell counts from fish in radium at 50 ° F. for 10 days

were linear (Table 3. line no . 3) .

The slightl y higher counts for

Treatments 2 and :3 indic ate a mild leukocytosis, while the lower reading

at Treatment 5 revealed the leukopenia that eventually develops .

These

apparen~

contradictory results were in harmony with the manifestations

exhibited by mammals and discussed by Downey (1938) and Fink (1950).

Since

these organisms were in the process of biological adjustment to the presence of radium in their int ernal llJld external emrironments , due considera_
tion must be given to the temperature, time of exposure , and treatment
levels. All these f actors influenced the r ate of metabolism of the radium
by the f i sh.

'!'ho higher concentrations of radium perpetrated a respons e

in fish similar to that of mammals such that leukopenia was quicker to
:lppear.
The differontial smear r3tios for the blood of these fish substantiate the onset of leukopenia (Table ), line no . 4).

Treatment 5 caused

a significant decrease in the granulocytes so that the ratio was greatly
altered.

Though there was a slight increase in uhite blood cel l numbers

at Treatments 2 and ) , there

WCI.S

no noticeable shif't in composition .

The white blood cell counts for fish in 60 · F ",ter for 5 days

(Table ), line no . 5) showed a definite linear rise as the treatment l evel
increased , which followed mammalian findings in which a mild leukocytosis
is experienced (Downey, 1938 ; and Spear , 1953).

The same results for

fisb were confirmed by their differential smear ratios (Table ), line no .
6 ).

There was a definite shift in the r atio, whereby the number of granu-

locytes increased to the point of almost equaling the number of circulating
lymphocytes (Figure ) ).

There could have been a decrease in lYmphocytes

along with the increase in granulocytes, but the gain in gr;mu1ocytes 'vas
the dominant change .

These findings on t he shift in lvhite blood. cell

composition due to r adium exposure reflect a pattern of response opposit e
to tluLt of irradiated hOtlOiothermous blood .

Leukopenia in goldfish was

caused by a drop in granulocyte numbers 'vhUe leukocytosis was due to an

10

Number of lymphccytes
per granulocyte

5

Treatment
~phocytes/ granulocyte

Figure J.

1

2

11.Jl

4.49

J
J.J5

4
1. 41

5
2.17

Number of ~phocytes per granulocyte (WEe composition ratio) in the bl ood of
goldfish from the exposure conditions of 60° F. t 5 days, and five levels of radium.

~
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increase in granulocytes.

Most rese arch on hOlllolotherms reported that

l eukocytosis .was contributed by lymphocytes uhile l eukopeni. i s a renee.

tion of a drop in absolute lymphocytes (Albritton, 1952; Altman and Dittmer,
Stearner ( 1950) did sho" that x_r ay exposures of

1961; and Do,may, 19)8 ).

600. 900 roentgens produced the same sensitivities and responsos in the

l eukocr,ytes of frogs as was exhibited by mammals .
posslb~

The response was slower ,

due to the lower metabolic rate of frogs .

The same general

conclusions can be appl ied to the r esults of these experiments on goldfish
except for the shift in white blood cell composition.
I ncidentally, the granulocytes Here almost 100 percent baslophlls

in the exposed goldfish , which

~

have some significance f or poik11othtrmoua

blood under these experimental conditions .

Nothing was f ound in a survey

of the literature to subst antiate fUlly thi s response pattern as being
typical of manunalian blood under radium contamination .
F~~

re searchers have done much extensive work on the white blood cell

count s in f i sh because it is a tedious time consuming process , and there
i s extreme variability betl1een individuals and speciesf
Worker

Fish

Field et 01 . (1943)

Carp
Trout

McCormick ( 1960)
YokOY.ll1a (1960 )
On the averae;e , the result s

White blood cells

i n 1000s/"",3

3. 245 - 4.290
2. 105 - 5. 376
Rainbo" trout 2. 50 . 26.85
BrOlin trout 4.65 - 13. 90
Perch
16 , 00 - 146,00

ot the Hhite blood cell enumeration

st udy t'lere somewhat higher than the COW1ts just reported.

in this

This t endency

was probably due both to the species and genetic strain of the fish used.
The microhematocrit r eadings nt 70 ° F. were loU' for the control

f ish (Treatment 1) but higher and similar throughout the exposed fish
(T able 3 . line no. 7).

Some l'lorkers on maIIU'Ilals

am

humans f oun! that
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small doses of alpha en-d.tters did have a stimulating effe ct on r ed blood
cell production , which vIas evidenced by an incre ase i n circulating immature

cells (Ilmmey. 1938 ).

The S2Jlle expl anation i s probably sufficient for

this phenomenon occurring in fi sh .
The microhematocrits £rare t hese gol dfish aver aged approximately 40. 0
per cent .

Normal microhemat ocri ts f or other fi sh ,'mr e detennined by

several worker s. and give an i nd i cation as to what l evels

mi cr o he~~tocrit

readings are f ound :

Worker

Fish

McCor mick (1960)
Rice (1961)

Tr out<l

Yucrohematocrits
in per cent vol ume

Floun":ier
Stripped bass

Spanish
Croaker

nk~c kerel

Schiffman (1959)
Snieszko (1961)

R:dnboH trout

Field et 01 . (1943)

Carp (hemat ocrit )

Rni nbo;.J trout
Brook trout
Br olm. trout

21. 0 _ 44. 0
25 . 0 - 37.0
36.0 - 41.3
26.5 - 46 . 0
18 . 0 - 39 .8
31. 8 + 1. 39
47.8 '+ 4.50
50.7'+ 4. 66
39.5 '+ 3. 70
21 . 0 : 40 . 0

~rook and bro~m trout.
Host of t he findin gs and r emarks incl ud ed 1n t his s ection are best
summarized by the follo'lnng quotation :

Both stimulation and destruction occur as n result of the action
of al ph ~ r ays . There is s ome dis pute QS to whet her t he stimulation
is direct or indirect • • • A g~in st indirect stimulation is the f act
that hyperpl asi a occurs in t he hemapoi eti c organs before there i s
evidence of cell destruction. I n f avor of direct stimulation is the
general I nw that all destr uctive agents used in sufficiently small
quanti ties have a stimulating eff ect . But both f actors may pl~ a
r ole . [pOlmey, 19)8, p. 2782]

He further commented on the gener al opinion that small doses of roentgen
r ays stimulate cell activity uhlle larger doses have a destructive effect.
Rad i um ht d a purely destructive effect upon pl asma pr oteins and even the
liter ature f ailed t o mention any possi ble stimulation to pl asma protein
production.
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The results on goldfish blood indicate that the treatment levels of
r adium incl uded a sufficient r ange of sublethal d03ages to per petrate

manifest ations compar abl e to those exhibited by m.aramals .

Bone analysi s for radioactivity. --The radioactivity assay gave an
indirect approximati on of hrni much r adium was taken up and concentrated by
gol dfish bone unde r various experimental conditions . The

bon~

t hat was

assayed lias fr om fish exposed to the six envir onmental CO:ldttions list ed

in Table 1.

These fi sh were decaud ated and bled fir st f or the bl ood

analysis pr esented in the first

p~.rt

of this 3ection .

Thl. radioassay

r esults wer e basad on gross alpha activity

determi~~tions

ticn that all alpha emission from the bone

w~s

on the

as sa~p

contributed by r udium.

I n order to avcid duplication of illustr ations the dat a are presented
here in tabular f orm
u.ant 3ections .

a.1'J.~ :

i n graphi c3.1 form in the tollo'WoJi.ng

Since this

~'io rk HC,S

tot~ l

essenti<llly 8Jq)lora tary, much

experi-

at the

di scussion and its conclusions must ot necessity border on the s pecul at i ve
in order to offer suggestions f or further refle ction

~nd resa ~ r ch .

The findings for each of the s ix fraction:>.l experiments were eventually
subjected t o an anal ysis of

vari ~r.ce sL~lar

to the one used f or blood .

The major exce ption ..:as that only three replications wer e used instead of
the four included in the design .

The bone from all goldfish in all repli-

c ations 'Wo!as aS3c:yed , but one of the four satnples
by a f actor of 2-4 times the other three .
good 2pprox1metions of nbsolute
aber rant fi cures from the dat a .
t he deci sion

w~s

v~lues .

,:~s al~ !a.ys

in aberration

Therefore , in ord er to provi de

t he author chose to

el~ate

the

Others associ at ed with the project f elt

justified ( Berger and Eohid 1r) .

(Priva te communication

with Dr. R. L. Berger, physicist , an-I Dr. N. R. Bohidar , st:?tis ticion , Ut :lh
S~~ te

Universit y .)
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The fir st step was to treat all the dat a to Bartlett ls Test of Homo_
geneity of Variance6

and

the "

test 6 (Snedecor, 1956 ).

The test r evealed

that ther e Was si gnifi cant heterogeneity among the variances of the
ment means .

treat ~

This conclusion indicat ed t hat there were some differ ences

among the treatment s .

When tm dat a were separ ated into individual frac-

tional exper iments and tested with:
Degrees of
freedom

Source of
varint ion

Replications
Treatments
Error
Tot al

2

4
8

W

no dlfferenc.1S bet tleen treatments wer e found .

Such findings confirmed

the presence or extreme variability amon g the r eplications.
of variation (other than the treatment itself)

be detected

~~th

l'JaS

Another source

pre sent and it could not

statistics .

If these extr aordinary r esult s were not artifacts , then b:o major

reasons f or such variability can be proposed.

Despite the coding and

cleaning of cr uci bl es to pr event r esi dual carry_over of contamination. the
sampl es could have been contaminated.
of the goldfish in

any

SecondlY I t he biological behavior

given experiment al unit (gallon j ar)

suffi ciently different t o caus e the variable upt ake

and

may

have been

deposit ion of

r ad i um.
Since the extreme variation Hi thin t he data cannot be dampened or
removed by statistics I it becomes necessary t o present the material in an
empirical manner.

The aver ages of the r eplications are used in t he t abl es

and gr aphs to emphasize t he possibilities of re sponse patt er ns .

The only

st atistically supported conclusion i s that there i s tremendous variability
i n t he experLrnental dat a and f urther r esearch l-lould r equire
6The complet e dat a

and

t abl e of r esult s are L~ Appondix C.

trW.l1J'

more samples .

The final results of 't he radioassay of the bone are contained in
Table 4 with a suggested response pattern .

The single ansuer f or any s et

of three experiment al conditions (temperature , time , and t reatment ) is the
average of the three r eplications at that situation .
gi ves a more useful absolute val ue .

An average figure

Since the radioassay technique

det ermined t he activity in counts per minut e . a mathematical and graphical
conversion to micromicrocuries per gram of ash was necessary (Ts1voglou .

1961,

and

Table 4 .

Appendix D).

Amount of radi oactivity f ound in goldfish bone in microndcrocuries per gram ash weight

=:::;E'::;::::::=;=';===========-=
Experimental
Line conditions
no. Temp . Time
OF ,
days

1
50
5
2
10
50
50
15
3
4
60
5
5
60.......----" 5
7 .........---------C
\0,
6
70
5

Treatment levele i n

Response
pat ternS

UC.

.1

.2

112,4 964. 6
271.6 1,752 ,2
200. 0 1,194. 6
5,716 .812,752. 2
973. 5 3,371 .7
1·,469. 0 2, 123.9

2,451.3
4,902.7
2, 247.8
10, 017.6
7.902 .7
3.097.3

O.

3,230 . 1
4,053.9
5, 575.2
13, 292 .0
14,840 .7
2·,451. 3

3,610.6
5,823 .0
5,805.3
11, 212. 3
9,840.7
3,796.5

linear
cubic
linear
quadratic
quadratic
cubic

3These patterns are illustratod in graphic form in the follmTing total
experiment sections ~

The absorption and concentration of radium.

3S

influenced by the

environment al conditi ons of SOo F. and five days appears linear (Table 4.
l ine no . 1).

The mor e radium there was in the water the more t he goldfi sh

absorbed and collected in the bone .

Rosenthal ( 1957 ) found the same reac-

t i on when using ornamental species (guppies , z.ebras , and Hhita cl oud
mount ain fish ) in waters containing calcium-4S and strontium-90 .
of upt ake was linear i n r espect t o the rad i oactivity in the wat er .

The r ate
Saurov
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(1957) also dreH the s .:me conclusion Hhen using strontium-90 in t'later holding
bleak , roa ch , and carp .

The linear pattern was not compl ete at t he temper ature of 50° F. f or

10

d ~s

(Table 4 , l ine no, 2) .

The sl i ght decline in the amount of

r~dio

activity at tr eatment 4 interrupt ed an otherwise linear response of activity
in bone to activity in wat er.

It is difficult to speculate upon such a

r eact ion, es pecinlly since a simil ar observation i s r ecor ded f or 70 ° F.
and 5 d ays (Table 4 , line no, 6 ) .

Only t wo conjecture s of ,. .hat biologi -

cally might be happening ar e proposed f or both of thes e Circumst ances .
The l atent period of r es ponse at tra at ment 4 unj er these experimental
conditions Has suffi ciently different to r et.1rd t he de position of r tldium.

Secondly , the bone itself ilns
r adium .

m~ king

an adjustment to the accept ance of

At t he first t HO cont.:minated treat ment levels the bone

accer t1ng r .:dium \dthout ma king .:my attemrts to reject it.
4 the bone vTas i n a period of r ajection .

'.":.1S

stil l

At treatment

By tre atment 5 the bone had

passed. through its period of adjustment 03.00 hC'.d yielded to the pr esence
of r adium and tvas ac cepting it.
After 15 days at 50 0 F. t he r adi oactivity in the bone increased
linearly as the activity of t he 'Hat er

bec~e

greater (Tabl e 4 , line no . 3 ).

Such a r es ponse Has t he logical sequence to expect t-:hen using r .:dium in
equal incr ement s .
The patter n of r adium de!'osition i n the bone at 60 0 F. ~!as quite
similar f or bot h 5 and 10 days (Table 4 , lines no . 4 and 4).

The one

exception thct occurr ed tras the out-of- plnce find ings f or the controls
(no r adium tre at ment) at 5 duYs .

Though t he r eel cause f or such an

aberrancy esc a)es det ection, s peculation can be made .
conjecture th er e is a r ejoinder (Table 5).

For each ma j or
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Table 5.

Speculations for and against the abnormal concentration of
alpha radioactivity in the bones of nonexposed goldfish
Possi bilities why:

1.

AM

who' not:

Radium put into the wat er with

I nternal organs had no abnormal

these fish or resi dual carr.y-over
during experimentat ion.

r adioactivity (Appendix E).
Equipment was color coded as a

pr eventive measure .
Fish became exposed afte r arrival

Same reason as above and they

and before use.

were only held for

Fi sh had been exposed befor e

arr ival .

All fish were from the same
place and no other controls
were as radioactive.

4.

Bon e became contaminated in the
f i sh in storage before ass~.

Deposition of radium required
active metabolic assistance.

5.

Bone sample , after removal f r om
fish, became contaminated.

All four replicates displayed
similar count results .

6.

Ashed samples became cont aminated
f r om crucibles or planchets.

Nothing that radioactive was
ever in the crucibles or
planchets, and the internal
organs did not have such
rad ioactivi ty •

7.

Deli berate contaminati on.

Self absorption counts and
curves were too good .

8.

Err ors made in counting, setting:
the voltage, or transcribing the

Backgrouna count was • J cpm
while beta backgrouna at
higher voltage is 55 cpm. Too
many checks, double checks , and
planchets in 2 days to be
consistently erroneous.

2.
3.

figures.

9.

Calculations were erroneous.

5 days.

All were double checked.
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These major areas of error and their rebuttals are only suggestions
because they do not solve the basic problem.

Whether these unusual results

were a combination of errors , an artifact. or some unconsidered possibility,

a satisfactory explanation appeared lacking.
The quadratic picture of the data from the 60° F. experiments possessed

a linear segment for the first four treatment levels.
tions

~

Thret major reac_

transpire at treatment 5 to cause the drop in bone radioactivity,

Aplasia of the bone marr ow may occur in fish as in mammals , so the bone
was unable to retain so much radium.

Therefore, the treatment 5 level under

these experimental conditions possessed some lethal qualities.
of literature would support this reason as the most logical.

The review
A second

possibility is that treatment 4 provided a saturation concentration for
bone and treatment 5 presented too much radium. so it was rejected.

Third~.

the bone at this treatment level may have passed through its saturation
peak and was in the process of eliminating radium.
The results listed on the last line of Table 4 were discussed
earlier in this section along with the data of line no. 2 .
The

radioactivi~

in goldfish from this study never did approach the

50- 55 percent of dose concentrated by mammalian bone.

These results wer e

quite comparable to the findings from similar work on other poikilotherms.
Frog t adpoles in 1 week absorbed only 18 percent of the strontium- 90 and
72 percent of the yttrium-90 (of which there is very little in a week)
from water containing 0.125 microcuries strontium-90 per 500 milliliters
(Lucas and Pickering, 1958).

Studies on marine fish showed that 95 per-

cent of the oral dose of strontium-89 is eliminated in 1 to 4 days
(Hawaii Marine Laboratory. 1955) .

Neither the size of dose or repetitive

feeding had any effect upon the internal distribution or percent of

retention after several

d~s.

All this research further illustrated the

conclusion of Danil'chenko (1958) that despite the high r adioactivity of
water fish had low comparative radioactivity.
The exploratory work on the radioactivity of the internal organs of
goldfish gave some erratic and confusing results.

The lack of sufficient

sample size f orced a limitation of this phase of the research, though a
pioneering effort was made .

For these reasons the material was relegated

to Appendix E, where it i s accompanied by a brief discussion.

The findings,

as an indicator of what happens , were of sufficient interest to warrant
inclusion , but not in the body of the dissertation .

Some trends in time

and temperature were noticeable , but the paucity of data made it diffi -

cult to elaborate.
Correlation between radium deposition and blood changes.--Correlation
studies between the amount of radium deposited in the bone or internal
organs and the peripheral blood changes were not

attemp~ed

fo r three main

reasons.
1.

The bone in fish is not a hemapoietic tissue, so consequently,

any r elations hip between it and blood is purely incidental (Yokoyama,

1960: and Yuki , 1958).
2.

Even though the internal organs contain all the hemapoietic

tissues, it is unjustified to correlate its
changes because radium

m~

radi~

content with blood

be present in significant amounts in other than

hemapoietic or gans (Amano et al • • 1956; Fink, 1950; Kawabata , 1955; and

Saiki at 01. , 1956).

J. Neither the bone nor internal or gan results provide suffi cient
significant data which can be associated with the blood data and subjected
to the stardard tests for correlation.
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Water chemistEY.--The water from the control jars (no radium treatment)
was analyzed for dissolved oxygen , carbon dioxide , pH , and total nitrogen.
The methods and materials are discussed in that chapter.

The results were

incorporated into Table 6.

Tabl e 6. Results of the analyses 01" water from 24 gallon jars containing
t hree goldfish each and no radium
Average fish

Rep
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Hater chemistrya

Exposure
Time
Temp.

Wt

Length

in g:

inmm

d2-'ls

OF.

36.7
40 . 0
43.3
37.0
39 . 0
40 . 3
29.3
40 . 0
30. 3
36 .7
36. 3
39. 0
31.0
28 . 7
29.7
32.0
30. 0
27.7
31.3
29.0
21.0
21.3
23 . 7
30.3

98.7
104.0
102 . 7
100 . 0
104.0
100.3
92 . 3
101.3
96.0
98 . 0
97.6
101. 7
92 . 0
91.7
96 . 3
94.7
93 . 7
92.3
96.7
94.7
86.7
91.0
91.7
95.3

5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
5

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
70
70
70
70

pH CO2 02
8.0
8. 2
8.0
8.0
8. 0
7.9
8. 0
8. 1
7.8
8. 1
8.1
8. 3
8.3
8.2
8.3
8.2
7.9
8.2
8. 0
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.2
8.1

N2

Ee!!!

E~

EEm

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7.4
8.0
7.8
8. 0
7.0
7.4
7.6
8. 0
6.6
8.6
7.8
9.0
6. 6
6.8
7. 0
6.8
4.2
6.4
5.6
6.0
6.4
7.0
6.6
6. 2

11.0
12.0
13.5
12.0
22.5
18 . 0
26 . 0
23 . 0
27.5
34.5
31.0
21.0
30.0
22 . 0
54.0
45.0
55.0
30.0
14. 0
12. 0
14. 0
14. 0

aCarbon dioxide , dissolved oxygen, and total nitrogen.

All of these factors were within the limits of tolerance for fish (Brown ,
1957; California , 1952; Doudoroff and Katz . 1951; and Rounsfell and
Everhart. 1953) .

The most interesting change in the water was the increase

in total nitrogen (N , last column) in respect to both time and temperature .
2
u
At 50 F. the average nitrogen contents were 12.1 , 20 .3, and 27 .8 ppm in
5, 10 , and 15 days, respectively.

Such a linear increase was to be

expected in a static system where excretory products cannot be removed
(Linn , 1955).

At 5 days the average amounts of nitrogen were 12.1, 26 . 0,

and 13.5 ppm at 50°, 60° , and 70° F. respectively.

At 10 days the amounts

were 20.3 and 46 .0 ppm nitrogen for the waters of 50° and 60° F.

If the

concentration of total nitrogen at 50° and 60° F. for both 5 and 10 days
was used as a measur e of metabolic activity . then the metabolic response
of the fish closely followed the Van lt Hoffls rule or QI0 approximation
(Gi ese, 1957: and Prosser and Brown, 1961) .
Tot al exper iment number one
Blood analysis. __The first major experiment studied the effects on
the blood of the interaction between the five treatment levels of radium
and the t hree time periods of 5, 10 , and 15 days at 50° F.

The results

on each of the blood characteristics from all thr ee of these fractional
exper iments were pooled and analyzed according to the analysis of variance 7.
Source of
varia tion

Degrees of
freedom

Treatment
Within treatment

4

15

T~e

2

Time x treatments
Error (b)
Total

8
~

59

The si gnificant findings of the analyses confirm what is visibly
detectable in the three dimensional (3-0) figures us ed in these sections.
The blood response values used in all the following three dimensional
graphs are an average of the means of th e four replications at any given
combination of treatment level and time period.
7The complete data and statistical calculations are i n Appendix B.

'+7
The 3- D graphs are constructed so the treatment levels are evenly distributed along the 60° axis.

The treatment levels from 1 to 5 are 0. 0, 0.1 .

0 . 2. 0.3, and 0.4 microcuries of radium per liter of water.
periods of 5. la , and 15 days are spaced along th e 30° axis.

The time
The same

axis is used for the temperatures of 50°, 60°. and 70° F. when their
affects are being illustrated.

The response of the blood characteristic

at any given combination of treatment and time (or temperature) is shown
on the vertical axis with the appropriate 1 1/2 inches scale given beside
each figure.

All of these vertical lines are connected at the top to fonm

the interaction surface .
Actually . Figure 4 was inserted to illustrate t he lack of interaction.
When the interaction surface was explored, no pronounced changes occurred
at any combination of treatment and time.

The blood characteristic response ,

as seen on the surface of this 3-D graph, was fairly even throughout .
Contrast Figure 5 With Figure 4 and the presence of interaction becomes
apparent.

Two important manifestations were noticeable.

A linear decline

in total plasma proteins in response to increasing treatment level increments resulted after 5 days of exposure.

This particular response was

discussed at greater length under the Fractional Experiments.
Second~t

the plasma proteins exhibited a return to normal by 15

days , even at the highest treatment level.

Even though the goldfish

r emained continually immersed in a contaminated environment . the plasma
protein level did return to normal.

A r eturn to normal was not totally

unexpected since both Kohn ( 1951) and Supplee et al. (1951) mention some
plasma . protein recovery in relation to irradiated hor.J.Oiotherms.

Recovery

or treatment must take place or else an extended period of reduced plasma
proteins is fatal to the organism (iluhrmann and \·lunderly. 1960) .

~en
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5

15

Figure 4.

5

Exploration of the interaction surface formed by the microhematocrit response within goldfish exposed to five treatment
Q
levels of radium for three time pe riods at 50 F. The blood
characteristic response is on the vertical scale which equals
2~ per 1 1/2 inches and starts initially at a level of 3~.

5

3.40%
Figure

1

5

5. Exploration of the interaction surface formed qy the plasma
protein response within goldfish exposed to five treatment
levels of radium for three time periods at 50° F. The blood
characteristic response is on the vertical scale which equals
1.0~ per 1 1/2 inches and starts initially at a level of J .40% .
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though the fish undoubtedly must continue to process radium through the body ,
t he plasma protein producing area does compensate for its loss of producing
power or functional cells.
The poss i bility that this response pattern was due to a plasma volume
i ncrease was easily discounted because that reaction takes 4 days or longer

aft er radiation exposure

(ft~tman

and Dittmer, 1961) .

Supplee et al . (1951)

al s o stated that before a plasma volume change there is a definit e plasma
protein concentration depressi on .
The slightly lower protein reading for treatment 3 at 15 days was
not significantly different than the readings for the other four t reatments at that time period.
It must be concluded that time during and following exposure of fish
to radium does play an important part.

Time must be considered when

attempting to detect any measurable initial changes in the total plasma
proteins of goldfish .
Neither the white blood cell counts or microhematocrit readings from
f i sh under these experi mental conditions exhibited any important manifes tat ions.
Bone analYsis fo r radioactivitY .--An empirical study of the interacti ons Que to the environmental conditions of this major experiment and
their effect on radium deposition 1n goldfish bone is possible with Table

7 and Figure 6.
Table 7.

The ef fects of the interactio n between treatment and time at
50° F. on the concentration of radium in gold fish bone

uuc . radium!
gram ash

5 days
10 days
15 days

Treatment levels in uc. radium/lit er wate r

0. 0
112 . 4
276 .1
200.0

0.1
964. 0
1, 752 . 2
1,194 ,6

0.2
2, 451 . )
4,902.7
2, 247.8

0.)
) , 2)0.1
4, 05).9
5,575.2

0.4
) , 610.6
5,82) . 0
5, 805. )

Experimental Treatment
conditions
levelsa

/
Radium concentration in bone ash in 1000s of micromicrccuries gram ash weight
0.0
I

50· F.
5 days

2.0
I

4.0
I

6,.0

8.0
I

10.0
I

12.0

14.0

16.0'

I

1
2

3
4

5

I

50· F.
10 days

2

3

"
5

1

50· F.
15 days

2

3
4
5

aTreatment levels from 1-5 are 0.0, 0.1, 0 . 2 , 0.3 . and 0.4 microcuries of radium/liter of water
Figure

6. Amount of radium found

in bones of goldfish exposed to five treatment levels of radium
for three time periods at 50° F.

'"
~
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A cursor,y review of the table and graph reveals several possible interaction
combinations.

Two noticeable ones were the radium concentrations in bone

of fish from treatments 2 and J at 10

These two are out-or-line

d~s.

in respect to their counterparts at 5 and 15

d~s .

A vague trend seemed

noticeable in the jumble of unrelated responses recorded for higher treatment levels .

The longer the period of exposure at these levels the greater

was the concentration of radium in the bone.

These indications were in

agreement with the results obtained by Rosenthal (1957).

The ornamental

species of fish living in contact with calcium-45 and strontium- 90 in the
water for up to 20

d~s

gained a greater radioactivity in

tim~ .

The rate

of uptake was linear in respect to time, which implied continual formation
or exchange of

min ~ r El

component of bone .

Saurov ( 1957) also detected

this trend when working with carp in water with strontium- 90.
isotope became more concentrated in the bone through time .

This radio_

The same

reaction was possible with radium entering goldfish, but the buildup in
the bone slowed considerably after an early active period of deposition.
Even though

~hese nonsysteu~tic

responses due to interaction were

visibly discernable, there was no satisfactory way to confirm them since
there was such variability in the experimental data.

It is difficult to

disc uss these outcomes extensively or confidently.
Total experiment number two
Blood analysis . __ The second major experiment studied the effects on
the blood of the interaction between the five treatment levels of radium
and the two time periods of 5 and 10 days at 60 Q F.

The results on each

of the blood characteristics from both of these fractional experiments
were pooled and analyzed B according to:
BThe complete data and statistical calculations are in Appendix B.
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Source of
variation
Treatment
Within treatment

De grees of
freedom

4
15

Time

1

Time x treatments

4

Error (b )
Total

.1i
39

Only one blood char acteristic showed any important alterations and
the interrupted interaction surface of Figure
A linear increase in the number of white

7 makes those changes obvious.
blo ~ '

cells as the treat_

ment level became greater resulted after exposure for
discussed in detail under Fractional EXperiments.

5 days

and was

By 10 days the white

blood cell numbers returned to normal at all treatment levels .

This

return to normal within a few days followed the same pattern as that
exhibited by mammals (Albritton, 1952: Altman and Dittmer, 1961: Downey,
19)8: and Spear, 1953) .

It was highly possible that between the sampling period of 5 and 10
days t the blood exhibited leukopenia the same as mammalian blood before

stabilizing at normalness.

Frogs exposed to x-radiation did show such a

pattern (Patt and Swift, 1948).

Shortly after irradiation frog blood

experienced leukocytosis. followed by leukopenia , and then a return toward
normal in time.

These authors stated that the overt response of the frog,

a poikilotherm, to x-radiation appeared quite similar in many respects to
the reactions observed in mammals .
The same general conclusion can be made in relation to goldfish blood .
particularly the white blood cells.

A return to normalcy in number indi_

cated that the leukocyte producing area of the kidney was capable of
compensating for any initial damage done by r adium, even though radium was
continually processed through the kidney in elimination from the body.

Figure 7.

Exploration of the interaction surface formed by the
white blood cell response within goldfish exposed to
five treatment levels of radium for two time periods
at 60° F. The blood charaGteristic response is on the
vertical scale which equals 20 (x 1000) cells per 1 1/2
inches and starts initially at a level of 30 (x 1000)
cells.
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The previous statement assumes that radium is considered a foreign substance

to the goldfish system and the kidneys are performing their destined func_
tion of removing such materials (Copenhauer and Johnson, 1958; Norman,
1951; and Prosser and Brown, 1961).
Again it must be concluded tha t time during and following exposure

ot fish to radium does play an important part. Time must be considered
when attempting to detect any measurable initial changes in white blood
cell numbers in goldfish.

The conclusions of these experiments do not

suggest what pattern of response would result during and after longer
periods of exposure.
Bone analySis for radioactivitY.--An empirical study of the interactions due to the environmental conditions of this major experiment and

their effects on r adium deposition in goldfish bone 1s possible with
Table 8 and Figure 8.

Table 8.

The effects of the interaction between treatment and time at

60° F. on the concentration of radium in goldfish bone

uuc. r adium
gram ash

5 days
10 days

Treatment levels in uc

0,0

0,1

0,2

radium liter water

0,3

0,

5.176,87 2.752,2 10.017,6 13.292.0 11.212. 3
973.5 3.371. 7 7.902.7 14.840.7 9. 840.7

Any interaction in this experiment was not easily detected, except for the
aberrant figure at 5 days and Treatment 1. which was discussed in the
section on Fractional Experiments.

The systematic pattern of radium

deposition into fish bone was the same through the upper four treatments
in both time periods.

The response through time escaped explanation.

because two results at 10 days were higher and two were lower than at

Experimental
conditions

Treatment
levels a

Radium concentration in bone ash in 10005 of micromicrocuries/gram ash weight

0.0
I

60° F.
5 days

2.0
I

4 0
1

6,. 0

8. 0
I

10 . 0
I

1¥.0

l i' O

1~.0

1
2

J

4

5

1

60° F.

2

10 days

4

J

5
aTreatment levels from 1-5 are 0 . 0 , 0.1, 0.2, 0.), and 0.4 microcuries of radium/liter of water
Fi gure 8.

Amount of radium found in bones of goldfish exposed to five treatment levels of radium
for two time periods at 60° F.

~

the same treatment at 5

d~s.

Total experiment number three
Blood analysis . _The third major experiment studied the effects on
the blood of the interaction between the five treatment levels of r adium
and the three temperatures of 50° t 60° t and 70° F. at 5 days.

The results

on each of the blood characteristics from all three of these fractional
experiments were pooled and an~zed9.

The analysis of variance was the

same as the one given in the section discussing Total Experiment Number
One, except that the calculations were based on the numerical results at
the given temperatures instead of time periods.

The microhematocrits,

total plasma proteins, and white blood cell counts evinced some interr uption of their interaction surfaces as seen on the 3-D graphs of
Figures 9. 10. and 11.
The only manifestation shown in Figure 9 was the low microhematocrit
value for the controls at 70° F.

Mea.nwhile the percentage of red blood

cells from contaminated fish remained high and similar throughout their
treatment levels.

This phenomenon reflected an even amount of stimulation

to red blood cell production

qy

radium as mentioned in the Fractional

Experiments discussion.
The depressing effects of Treatment 5 on the total plasma proteins
was evident at all three temperatures (Figure 10).

The overcompensation

of plasma protein production at Treatment 3 and temperature 3 was easily
seen and explained in more detail under Fractional Experiments.

The

linear pattern of decline in total proteins at 50° F. was also discussed
previously .

A more intense study of Figure 10 revealed a tendency for the

plasma protein content to return toward a normal concentration at the
9The complete data and statistical calculations are in Appemix B.
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5

Figure 9.

Exploration of the i nteraction surface formed by the microhematocrit response within goldfish exposed to five treatment
levels of radium at three tempe ratures for 5 days. The blood
characteristic response 1s on the vertical scale which equals
2~ per I 1/2 inches and starts initially at a level of J~ .

60

5

4.41l',t

J.41l',t
Figure 10.

Exploration of the interaction surface formed by the plasma
protein response Within goldfish exposed to five treatment
levels of radium at three temperatures for 5 days. The
blood characteristic response is on the vertical scale which
equals 1.0~ per 1 1/2 inches and starts initially at a

level of J.40%.

Figure 11.

Exploration of the interaction surface formed by
the white blood cell response within goldfish exposed
to five treatment levels of radium at three temperatures for 5 days. The blood characteristic response
is on the vertical scale which equals 20 (x 1000)
cells per 1 1/2 inches and starts initially at a
level of 30 (x 1000) cells.

61.

5
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lower treatment levels in 60° and 70° F. waters.

This pattern may imply

that the blood had already experienced its plasma protein changes and it
was on its way to normalness b.Y the sampling time of 5 days.

The white blood cell counts in Figure 11 dem,nstrated the leukoc,y_
tasis at 60° F. and 5 days that was discussed previously (Fractional
Experiments).

Meanwhile the white blood cells remained at a normal number

through all treatment levels at both 50° and 70° F.

A picture of this

nature inferred that at 50 ° F. the blood has yet to show the effects of
radium on the hemapoietic tissues .

This contention was somewhat substan-

tiated by the results of the leukocyte counts at 50 ° F. and 10 days.
Under these experimental conditions a mild leukocytosis still existed at
Treatments 2 and J while leukopenia was present at Treatment 5 (Fra ctional
Experiments discussion and Figure 14).

Despite the appearance that the

treatments did cause a difference in the counts at 70° F. the data did
not test significant.

It is possible that the

leuko~e

production had

already passed through a change due to radium exposure and the site of
production was stabilizing at normalcy for 70° F.
The semblance of recovery of both the plasma proteins and white blood
cells at the higher temperature implied a faster response to and recovery
from radium poisoning.

No doubt the higher temperatures perpetrated a

faster metabolic processing of radium through the hemapoietic tissues and
consequently there was an earlier onset of and adjustment to the damage
and presence of radium.

Higher environmental temperatures do raise the

metabolic rate of fish as long as the temperatures are within the tolerance

limits and these were (Brown, 1957: and Doudororr et aI., 1951).
Ver,y few references were found in the literature covering the subject
of interaction between irradiation and temperature as it influences the
reactions of an exposed organism.

Gros et al. ( 1958) used the goldfish,
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Carassius carassius, to demonstrate that low temperature had a protective
effect against ionizing radiation and low temperatures after x- radiation
prolonged the survival time .

Essentially the same reaction was fOW1d true

with the newt , Triturus viridescens (O ' Brien and Gojmerac, 1956).

These

authors felt that the temperature during irradiation was a radiosensitivity
modifYing factor.

These previous conclusions did not concur with the

results r e corded for frogs (Patt and Swift, 1948).

This work agreed that

low temper atures after total body irradiation prolonged survival, but low
body temperature during and/or the first 24 hours after a 1000-3000 roentgen
dose did not influence the toxicity.

The altered survival time was due to

a decrease in the rate of development of radiation damage and not due to
any appreciable recovery or lack of damage.

If the lower temperature of an

organism allows it to live longer because the onset of radiation damage is
retarded , then other bodily manifestations would likewise react mor e slowly.
Inversely, at higher temperatures the bodily responses to radiation damage
appear and disappear sooner , which seems true in these experiments on goldfish.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the temperature at which goldfish
are exposed to radium does influence the rate of response and adjustment
of blood forming organs to the presence of this contaminant.

Temperature

must be taken into consideration when attempting to measure any radium_
caused changes that are clinically detected in the peripheral blood.
Bone analYSis for radioactiyity. __ An empirical study of the inter_
actions due to the environmental conditions of this major experiment and
their effect on radium deposition in goldfish bone is possible with
Table 9 and Figure 12.

A cursor,y review of the table and graph reveals

some possible interaction combinations, outside of the erratic Treatment
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Table 9.

The effects of the interaction between treatment and temperature
at 5 d~s on the concentration of radium in goldfish bone
Treatment levels in uc. radium liter water

uue. radium
gram ash

0.0

0. 1

0.2

0. 3

O.

112.4
964.6 2,451.3 3,230.1 3,610.6
5,716.81 2,752 . 2 10,017.3 13,292.0 11 , 212 . 3
1, 469.0 2, 123.9 3,097. 3 2,451.3 3,796.5

50· F.
60· F.
70· F.

1 determinations.

The most obvious interaction was the influence of th e

60° F. temperature on the uptake and deposition of radiUM, especially at
the three highest treatment levels.
in contrast

These relatively high amounts were

with the contents detected for the same treatments at the

other two temperatures.

A somewhat related work evinced an accelerated

uptake of cesium-147 and str ontium-89 b,y fish as the water temperature
became higher (Oak Ri dge Nati onal Laboratory, 1953).

The concentration

of r adioisotopes increased in the fish as the water temperature increased
from 39° to 84° F.

Within limits a similar conclusion seems possible for

this research on radium and gol dfish.

The exception was that the goldfish

under these environmental circumstances did not appear to have as great a
metabolic activity at 70° F. as at 60° F.
concentrated at 70° F.

Therefore, less radium was

If the activity of fish regulated the uptake and

deposition of radium, then a 60° F. water temperature exerted the greatest
influence upon the pr ocess under these conditions.
F. was closer to stimulating the
in this experiment.

~

An environment of 60°

activity than 50° F. or 70° F.

Though some kind of association between treatment

and temperature did appear to exist, the variability of the data prevented
statistical confirmation.

Experimental
conditions

Treatment
levels a

Radium concentration in bone ash in 10005 of micromicrocuries/gram ash weight
0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0
I

5

days

50· F.

8.0
I

10.0

12.0

14.0

16.0

I

1
2

3
4

5

1
5 days

60· F.

2

3
4

5

5 days

70· F.

1
2

3
4

5
~reatment levels from

Figure 12.

1-5 are 0 . 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0 . 4 microcuries of radium/liter of water.

Amount of radium found in bones of goldfish exposed t o five treatment levels of radium
at three temperatures for 5 days.

'"'"
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Total experiment number four
Blood analysis.-_The f ourth major experiment studied the effects on
the blood of the interaction between the five treatment levels of r adium
and the two temperatures of

50 o and 600 F. at 10 days . The r esults on

each of the blood characteristics from both of these fractional experiments were pooled and analyzed 10 •

The analysis of variance was t he same

one as given in the Total Experiment Number Two section, except that the

calculations were based on the numerical results at t he given temper atures
instead of time periods .

Both the total plasma protein concentration and

white blood cell numbers demonstrated some reaction as seen by the interruption of their interaction surfaces ( Figures 13 and 14).
Even at 10 days the plasma proteins were lower in concentration at

Treatment 5 than at the other four treatment levels (Figure 1) .

The

sampling time of 10 days appar ently caught these blood constituents sti ll
in the process of achieving a normal status .
and

The pr otein content at 50° F.

Treatment 5 was not at a normal level . but a normal amount was found

at the same treatment level at 60° F.

Jo

the temperature helped accelerate

the replacement of plasma protein l oss.
The 3-D graph for the leukocyte r esults (Figure 14 ) revealed the
linear decline in numbers as the exposed t reatment levels increased at
50° F.

A mild leukoqytosis was present at Treatments 2 and J while the

anticipated leukopenia was produced by Treatment

5.

Thes~

were further elaborated upon in the Fracti onal Experiments.

dis coveries
At 60° F.

the counts of white blood ::e11s were r el atively the same throughout the
range of treatment levels.

This picture indicated that these cells had

laThe complete data and statistical calculations ar e in Appendix B.
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5

Treatment
levels

4. ~

bC

o ~ .

J.40~

Figure 13 .

,,<is'

'>5>

1 .,C f/'<"

......

Exploration of the interaction surface formed by the plasma
protein response within' goldfish exposed to five treatment
levels of radium at two temperatures for 10 d~s. The blood
characteristic response is on the vertical scale which equals
1.00~ per 1 1/2 inches and starts initia1~ at a level of
J.40~.

5

4

Treatment
levels

Figure 14.

Exploration of the interaction surface formed by the white
blood cell response within goldfish exposed to five treatment levels of radium at two temperatures for 10 days , The
blood characteristic response is on the vertical scale which
equals 20 (x 1000) cells per 1 1/2 inches and starts initially
at a level of 30
1000) cells.

ex

passed t hrough their change in numbers due to radium exposure and were
achieving a normal status within 5 days at this temperature.
Once again it can be concluded that the higher temperatures acceler_
ated the response and recovery of hemapoiatic tissues to radium as its
effect was measured in the peripheral bl ood of goldfish .

Temperature

must be taken into consideration when attempting to detect any of the
initi al changes caused

~

r adium.

Bone analysis for radioactivity. - - ·\n empirical study of the inter_
actions due to the environmental conditions of this major experiment and
their effect on r adium deposition in goldfish bone is possi ble with Table

10 and Figure 15.

Table 10.

The effects of the interaction between treatment and temper ature at 10 day s on the concent r ation of radium in gol dfi sh bone

uuc. radium!
gram. ash

50° F.
60° F.

Treatment level s in uc . radiumlliter water

0,0

0. 1

276.1
97) .5

1,752. 2
3. ) 7 l.7

0, 2

0,3

0,4

4,902 .7 4, 05) .9
7.902 . 7 14.840.7

5. 82) . 0
9.840 . 7

Once again there appeared t o be an associ ation between temperature and
treatment to influence a greater r ad i oactivit y i n the bone at 60 ° F.
The repetition of this interaction at 10 days added substantiation to
the remarks about the similar phenomenon at 5 days and discussed in the
previous section.

Experimental
conditions

Treatment
levels a

Radium concentration in bone ash in 10005 of micromicrocuries/gram ash weight

0.0
I

10 days

50· F.

2. 0
I

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

12.0
I

14.0
I

16.0
I

1
2

J

4

5

10 days

60· F.

1
2

J

4

5
~reatment levels from 1-5 are 0.0, 0 . 1, 0.2 , 0.), and 0.4 microcuries of radium/liter of water.
Figure 15.

Amount of radium found in bones of goldfish exposed to five treatment levels of radium
at two temperatures for 10 days.
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SU¥.MARY AND C ON C ~U 3ION3
Summary
Goldfish were exposed to

ry

rad l ~

contr olled experimental conditions t o

under different

clini cal blood changes and

s:u~!y

r adium deposition in bone and interna l

Table 11.

~mmc r sion

r. !", ·~3ns

(Table 11).

Experimental conditions t o ... t-" "'I. roldfish wer e subjected t o
study bl ood changes and r adiu'll ' epcsi t l on
~.
UAposure
cond ~' t'~ o n s a
~, t e r

Time in d ays

in

,r

5

10

60

70

60

"

"

15

temperature
0 f .

r.",

aTreatrr'?nt. l evels are 0,

., , -:>f

. 3, and .4

• .! ,

microc u.r i cs of radium/lito'

~ ate r

The experiment was ol:"{".?nizoo with a C011P- (l tcly randomi zed block design

containing five

tr~ atment

) evels , f our !"'cplicati ons at each level, and

three time period s or t emperatures.
some clinical method of d
pol l ution

qy

: ~ ' cting

The QV8!"'all objective was to develop

and Il!eas u!'ing t he degree of radioactive

using changes withi n th e f i sh as biological indicator s .

After the predet ermined exposure rates in t ime and t emperature, the
fish were removed , decaudated . anj th p

h ~oorl

o ~ tr a ct9d

for analysis.

The

blood. characteristics selHctcd fo r s tu'ly wer e t he mic rohematocrits , total
plasma proteins , white blood cell counts . and diffe r ential ratios (white
blood cell composition) .

Everyone of the expe rimental combinations

i nter acted with the radium tl'eatments t o infl uence changes in at least
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one of the blood characteristics .

Likewise , everyone of the blood charac-

teristics showed at least one change sometime during the entire set of
experiments.

These delectable changes wer e statistically confirmed.

The fish were then dissected and t he bone and internal or gans removed
and radioassayed .
degrees .
tent.

Both ti ssues were able to accumulate radium to varying

The pattern of uptake and concentration was somewhat inconsis -

The experimental data were extremely var iable , so that statistical

tests could not be applied to hel p SUbstantiate the empirical observations .
The following conclusions indicate that the individual life was not
greatly impaired qy radium, but these findings do not eliminate or elucidate any long range genetic damages to

~hc

possible and would require an

differeJ\t set of conclusions .

e nt1~ely

population.

Such hazards aro

Conclusions
1.

Red blood cell production was stimulated in 5 days of exoosure to

radium at 70° F.
of treatment.

The response t o ~timulation was the same at all levels

Red blood cell numbers, as measured b,y the micro hematocrit

technique, were not appreciably altered by radium under any of the other
exposure conditions.
2.

Total plasma protein concentrati ons decreased

l1near~

with the

increasing increments of radium foll owing 5 days of exposure in 50° F.
water.

A return to normal was evinced by 15 days.

J. other slight changes

in t otal plasma protein content were detected

after exposure conditions of 5 and 10 days at 60 u F. and 5 days at

70 ~

F.

The major difference was a noticeable lowering of total pr oteins at the
T r eat~ent

4.

5 l evel in comparison t o the f our lower levels.

The numbers of whit e blood cells increased linearly along With the

increase in the r adium content of the water f ollowing 5

d~s

of exposure
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at 60° F.

5.

There was a return to nannal by 10 days .

After 10 days of exposure at 50° Fot the white blood cell counts

were high at the low treatment le\rels (0 . 1 and 0.2 microcuries radiwn/

liter water) and low at the highest treatment (0 . 4 microcuries /llter).

There was a return to normal qy 15
6.

d~s .

The change in white blood cel l nwnbers under the pr evious conclusions

was attributed to the granulocytes .

They contributed to the increase and

were absent in the decrease.
7.

The r adio activity of the bone showed that goldfish quickly absorbed

and

concentrated radium from their environment with the 60° F. water

temperature appearing to be the most influential facto r.
a.

Time of exposure had a nominal innuence .

b.

Higher concentrations of r adium did not always contribute to

an increasing deposition response, though higher levels of
radioactivity t ended to be found i n f ish from water s of great er
radium concentrations.
8.

Goldfish blood and bone reacted t o these experiments in a manner

similar to the responses recorded f or other poikilotherms and homoio.
therms exposed to corresponding condit ions using other radio isotopes .
The major exception is that the shift in white blood cell composition as
the numbers changed was due to the gr anulocytes in goldfish r ather than
the lYmphocytes as in homoiotherms.
a.

Radium did gain access to the internal tissues of goldfish where
its influence was measured i n t he blood and bone .

b.

Changes in blood characteristic s did occur at the levels of
r ad ium used.

c.

Blood changes did take place within the time periods of 5 to
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15 days , and a return to normal pattern was exhibited during
these time intervals .
d.

The uptake and deposition of radium did follow a response patter n
similar to those observed in other

poikilo~herms

exposed to other

radioisotopes except that after an initially high rate of uptake
in the first 5 days , the accumulation of r adium became minimal.
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Figure 16.

The entire experimental arrangement showing the large water bath which
holds 12 aquariums, each classified as an experimental block. Within
each block are five i-gallon jars containing three goldfish each. ~he
valves and hose represent the extensive air supply apparatus, which
reaches each jar.

~

'"

.".

Figure 17.

experimental block containing the five i-gallon
jars, each holding three goldfish and a different
level of radium. The ot her 11 blocks are similar.
An

Figure 18.

The

laborato~

bench where the blood from the fish was processed and

analyzed •

~
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Appendix B

Blood data and its significant statistical calculati ons

Table 12.

Microhematocrit values in percent volume packed red blood cells
from all the experiments. Each value· represents the avera~e of
six determinations (two measurements on eaqh of three fish).

The average· (Avg) of the replications· is the figure used to
plot the three dimensional (3-D) graphs in the text
Total expt.

One

Two

Three

Four

---- -----------------~------------------------------------------------

Column no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
---------------------------------------------------------------------Time in days
5 10 15
5 10
5
5
5
10 10
!~~E~_~_:!~ ______ 22 ___ 22 ___ 22 ____§2 ___§2____ 22 ___§~ __ Z2 ____ 22 ___ §2 __
uc. radiwn/
liter water

0.0

Rep

1
2
3
4
Avg

41.5
46.0
43.2
41. 2
l;J.O

41.5 35.5
41.0 38.3
JB.O 37.3
:l2.Q J2.1
39 .937.7

40.0 41.3
37.044.7
39.2 )4.7
42.7 ~
39 .7 J9.6"

41.5
46.0
43 . 2
41.2
42.9

40.0
37.0
39.2
42.7
39.7

28.2 41.5 41.3
28.2 41.044.7
31.3 38.0 )4.7

J§..1

:l2.Q~

31.1 39.9

J9.6"

0.1

1 31.340.740.2 32.7 31.0
2 39 .3 32 . 0 32.8 37.2 40 . 2
3 45.5 40.3 41.3 39.2 37.2
4!!i±...1:J2,j!!:l.1 J:l.Jl. 40,2
Avg ~ JB.l 39.5 35.5 37.2

31.3 32.7 JB.2
39.3 37.2 36.3
45.5 39 . 2 30.3
!!i±...1J:l.Jl./;!!..1.
~ 35.5 J7.li

40.7 31.0
32.0 40.2
40.337.2
:J2,j 40.2
JB.1 37 .2

0.2

1 43.532.744.8 39.8 40.8
2 36.8 43.0 44.8 j9.3 38.0
3 47.2 40.0 41.5 35.0 39.5
4 ~.Z 40.0 J5~ .:l2....1'±E....2
Avg 3.1 JB.9 4I:5 JB.5 40.2

43.5 39 .8 45 .0
36.8 39.3 JB.3
47 . 2 35.0 )4.0
/;!!..1.J2.1!!Q.Q
lIJ:T JB.5 39.3

32.740.8
43.0 JB.O
40.0 39.5
40.0 '±E....2
J8.9 40.2

0.3

1
2
3
4
Avg

44.540.743.3
37.0 35.539.7
48.8 45.3 42. 5
t3 .t t3.0 t3.2
3. 1.1 2.2

37. 7 36.5 44.537 . 742.0
39.5 39.0 37.0 39 . 5 35.7
35.8 40.5 48.8 35.8 39.5
.J2..&'il...5. !!J...£.J2..&:l2.Q
:!S.2 ~ liJ.4 JB .2 39.1

40.7 J6.5
35.5 39.0
45.3 40.5

1
2
3
4
Avg

44.0
40.0
36.8
tN
•

0.4

35.8 43.5 42.0 )4.0
39.2 45.5 41.2 43.8
36.5 JB.5 40.2 )4.5
43.~ 42 .4 42.2 J2.1
JB. li2.li Tii':4 :Jl!; 6

44.0
40.0
36.8
40.8

42.0 40.2
41 . 2 39.3
40 .2 33.0
t2'f :lZ..1
liQ.4 1. 37.5

!a.Q'il...5.

7K:T~

35.8
39.2
36.5
43 .8
JB.8

]4.0
43.8
)4.5

J2.1
38.0
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Table 13 .

The

~sis

of variance of the data from column number 8

in Table 12
Source of

variation

Sum of
squares

Replication
Treatment
Error

116.31
179.16
150.46

Total

445 .93

Degrees of
freedom

3
4
12
19

Mean
sguare

38.17

44.79

F

test

3.57"a

12.54

"Signifioant at 5 percent prQbability.
aThe signU'icant mean vas detected by using "Critical values of Dwlcan fa
new multiple range test- as described by H. L. Harter in Biometrics

14(4) :671-685.

Table 14.

Plasma protein values in percent gram total protein from all
the experiments. Each value represents the average of six
determinations (two measurements on each of three fish).
The average (Avg) of the replications is the figure used to
plot the ~hree dimensional (J-D) graphs l.n the text

1

Column no.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

--------------------------------------------------------------------TiJIle l.n days
5 10 15
5 10
5
5
5
10 10
!~~ __
~! ______ ~~~ __ ~~ ___ 2~ ____ ~~ ___ ~~ __ ~~~ ___ ~ ___ Z~ ___ 22 ___ ~_
UC.

radiUJf1/

liter water

0.0

Rep

1 4.43 3.92 3.45
2 3.90 3.77 4.00
3 4.65 3.98 3.97
4!!...ii'hn.1.M.
Avg ~j8 J.98 J.82

3.90 3.68 4.43 3'.90 3.68
3.97 3.65 3.90 3.97 3.55
3.37 3.40 4.65 3.37 3.38

J.....g~

!Wl.:i...%.l.M

).09 3.70 4.38 ).09

"M2

0.1

1 3.83 4.57 3.92 3.62 3.BO 3.B3 3.62 3.6B
2 4.17 3.80 4.43 3.B7 4.10 li;1 7 3.87 3.52
3 4.1B 4. 12 4.17 4.03 3.68 4. 1B 4.03 3.77
4~.h2Q.l.M 1....QQ hlZ "'..n1....QQl.1Q
Avg ~ 4:IO 4:IO 3.783.79 ~)."iS" M7

0.2

1 4.02 3.93 3.57 3.58 3.43 4.02
2 4.27 4.32 3.62 3.62 3.40 4.27
3 4.004.02 3.77 3.63 3.55 4.00
4 :l.25 4 lB l..§2 4 12 .1...5Q :l.25
Avg ~ ~ 3.70 3:74 J.lW ~

0.3

1 4.0~ 4.05 4.02 3.43 4.02
2 3.57 3.92 3.93 3.42 4.00
3 4.28 4.20 3.95 3.35 3.10
4 .1.M. 4.1B 4.0B .l..2Z.l...2l
Avg ~ 4.09 4.00 3.53 ~

0.4

1 3.57 3.65 3.97 3.52 3.65 3.57
2 3.30 3.67 4.23 3.52 3.60 :i.30
3 3.304.15 3.68 3.48 3.33 3.30
4 1....QQ 3. 8 2.Zl l41~ 3. ZZ
Avg ~ 3. 9 3.91 ~J,bO 3.

g

3.58
3.62
3.63
4 12
3:74

4,57 ).80
3.80 4.10
4.12 3.68
.h2QhlZ
4:10 3.79

4.40
4.08
3.B3
4.40

3. 93 ). 43
4.32 3.40
4.02 3.55
4 18 .1...5Q
4.rn' ~J.lW

4.02 3.43 3.77 4.05 4.02
:i.57 3. 42 3.13 3:92 4. 00
4.28 3.35 3.95 4.203.10
.1.M .l..2Z. M5 4.18 l...2l
~ 3.53 'j";bJ 4.09 ~
3. 52
3.52
3. 48
l41
~

3.57 3.65 3.65
3.57 3:67 j.60
3.70 4.153.33
l..£Q

hl§.~

3.51 ).09 J,bO
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Table 15.

The analysis of variance of the data from column number 1 1n

Table 14

Source of
variation

Sum

of

squares

0.1499
1.8692
0.7716
2.7907

Replication
Treatment
Error
Total

Degrees of
freedom

3
4
12
19

Mean

square

F test

0.04997
0.46730
0.06430

7,267**'

··Significant at 1 percent probability.
aThe linear response pattern was assessed Qy the method in Chapter 16:
Li.J.C.R. 1957. Introduction to statistical inference . Edwards
Brothers. Inc . • Ann Arbor, Michigan. 553 p.

Table 16.

The analysis of variance of the data from column number 8 in

Table 14
Source of
variation

Sum of
squares

Replication
Treatment
Error
Total

0. 1732
1. 0988
0.7359
2.0079

Degrees of
freedom

3
4
12
19

Mean
square

F test

0.0577
0. 2747
0.0613

4.48*8

·Significant at 5 percent probability.
aThe significant mean was detected qy using "Critical values for Duncan's
new multiple range test" as described by H. L. Harter in Biometrics 14

(4) :671-685.

Table 17.

The analysis of variance of the data from total experiment one
(column numbers 1, 2, and 3) in Table 14

Source of
variation

Sum of
squares

1.3268
0.6275
Time
0;0823
Time x treatments 1.4294
Error
0. 5726
Total
4.0386

Treatment
Within treatments

Degrees of
freedom

4
15
2
8
30
59

Mean

square

F test

0.3317
0. 0418
0.0412
0. 1787
0.0191

7.929*

*Significant at 5 percent probability.
aThis interaction is illustrated in Figure 5 in the text.

9.359*a
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Table 18. The analysis of variance of the data from total experiment
three (column numbers 6. 7. and 8) in Table 14
Source of
variation

Sum of

squares

Treatment
Within treatments
Temperature
Temp. x treatments
Error

Total

1.9103
0.8508
1. 2552
1.}401
1. 8187
7.1751

Degrees of
freedom

4
15
2
8
30
59

Mean

square

F test

0.4925
0. 0567
0. 6276
0. 1675
0. 0606

8.683**
10.350**
2.763*a

at 1 percent probability.
+Significant at 5 percent probability.
aThis interaction is illustrated in Figure 10 in the text .

*·Significant

Table 19.

The analysis of variance of the data from total experiment
four (column numbers 9 and 10) in Table 14

Source of
variation

Treatment
Within treatments
Temperature
Temp. x treatments
Error
Total

Sum of

squares

0.4034
0.7094
i. 1972
0. 3322
1. 3521
3.9943

Degrees of
freedom

4
15
1
4
15
39

Mean
square

0.'1009
0. 0473
1. 1972
0.·0831
0. 0901

"Significant at 1 percent probability.
aThls effect 1s illustrated in Figure 13 in the text .

F test

21.32**a
21.91··
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Table 20.

White blood cell values in lOOOs/cUbic millimeter of blood
from all the experiments. Each value represents the average
of six determinations (two measurements on each of three fish) .
The average (Avg) of the replications is the figure used to
plot the three dimensional (3-0) graphs in the text

!~!!!_~~~

____________

~~

__________

~2

__________

!~~~

________

___ _

~~~

Colwnn no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
---------------------------------.------------------.----------------Time in days
5 10 15
5 10
5
5
5
10 10
!~~E~_!~_:~~ ______ 2~ ___ 2~ ___ 2~ ____ ~~ ___ ~~ ____ 2~ ___
~~ ___
Z~ ____ 2~ __ ~~ __ _
uc. radium/
liter water

0.0

0.1

Rep

46.8 42.3 29.8 38.2 38.0 46 .8 38.2 35. 3
33.8 58.5 30. 3 43.0 28.2 33. 8 43.0 40 . 8
3 43.5 42.8 39.5 25.0 32.0 43.5 25.0 25.5
4 .2hQ~.ll.Q .11.,.S. ~ .2hQ.11.,.S. J.1.Jl.
Avg li4.8 1i5.5 28.7 3":9 ~ li4.8 ~ ~
1
2

58.3 61.5 51.0 33.0 42 . 0
47.3 55.3 28.0 40 . 0 36.8
35.8 60.2 33.2 21.0 34.8
4 2LQ .22.:l 20. 5 44. :l§..l
Avg 48.1 58 . 3 33. 2 34. 38 . 1
1

2
3

0.2

1

2
3
4
Avg

0.3

0.4

g

46.3
46.7
57.3
22.:.Q
52.3

41.8 38.0
49 . 0 43.5
52.0 19.7
60 . 5 40.0
50 . 8 35.3

45.7 56.3 35.8
52.7 46.5 37.0
3 51.735.515.0
4 !f2.i ~. 5 41 .2
Avg 49 . 9
.7 32.3
1
2

1
2

56.2
40.0
65.8
6 .0
5 .3

g

42.3 38.0
58.5 28.2
42.8 32.0
:.lI,hj~

1i5.5

~

58 . 3 33.0 35.8 61.5
47 .3 40 . 0 33.3 55.3
35.8 21.0 25.7 60.2
2LQ 44. ~ .22.:l
48.1 34. 32. 7 58.3

42.0
36.8
34.8

g

29.0 46.3 56.2 30.7
33. 5 46 . 740.038 . 7
37.7 57 . 3 65.8 42.5
1W 22.:.Q 6 0 '!.l,g
33.7 52.3 5 . 3 JB.8

g.

51.8 44.8 45.7 51 .8 44. 0
63.7 34.3 52 . 7 63.7 32.0
52.3 36.0 51. 7 52 . 3 29.2
ll..l11...1. !f2.i ll..l 44. 0
52.9 Jb.7 li9.9 52.9 37.3

:l§..l

38. 1

41.8 29.0
49.0 33.5
52.0 37.7

2Q.21W
50.833.7

56.3 44.8
46.5 34.3
35.5 36.0
!!§...211...1.

lib.? Jb.7

48.8 38 . 3 36.0 96 . 3 34.0 48.8 96.3 45.2 J8.3 34.0
44.5 30. 5 22.8 71.8 35.8 44.5 71.8 46.8 30.5 35.8
40 . 3 37.0 47.0 68 . 3 39 . 0 40.3 68.3 45.0 37.0 39.0

3
4 '±1.Qli.Qlbl QL..5.lbl '±1.QQL..5.J2.2. J2....Qlbl
Avg li4.2 Jb,2 'j4. 5 7b.O 35.3 li4.2 7b.O lIJ.7 Jb,2 35.3
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The analysis of variance of the data from column number 2 in
Table 20

Table 21.

Source of
variation

Sum of
squares

Replication
Treatment
Error

Total

Degrees of

Mean

freedom

square

F test

3
4
12
19

9.36
260.46
56.69

4.594-'

28 . 08
1,041.82
680.32
1,750.22

·Significant at 5 percent probability.
arbe linear response pattern was 'assessed qy the method in Chapter 16:
Lit J.C.R . 1957. Introduction to statistical inference. Edwards
Brothers, Inc"

Table 22.

553 p.

Ann Arbor, Michigan.

The analysis of variance of the data from column number 4 in

T.ble 20
Source of
variation

Sum. of

s9uares

Replication
Treatment
Error
Total

190.32
4,731.93
1,461.86
6,384.11

Degrees of
freedom

3
4
12
19

Mean
square

63.44
1,182.98
121.82

F test

9·71 .. a

··Significant at 1 percent probability.
aThe linear respons~ pattern was assessed by the method in Chapter 16;
Li, J.C.R. 1957. Introduction to statistical inference. El:lwards
Brothers, Inc., Ami Arbor, Michigan. 553 p.

Table 23.

The analysis of variance of the data from total experiment
two (column numbers 4 and 5) in Table 20

Source of
variation

Sum of
squares

2,430.9877
1,007.7977
Time
2;501.1425
Time x treatments 2,398.3913
Error
892.06ll8
Total
9,230.3840

Treatment
Within treatments

Degrees of
freedom

4
15
1
4
15
39

- Significant .t 5 percent probability.
**Significant at 1 percent probability.

Mean
square

607.7460
67.1860
2,501.1425
599.5978
59.4710

F test

9.04542.056-10.082-'

aThis interaction is 1l1us_
tr.ted in Figure 7 in the text.
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Table 24.

The analysis of variance of the data from total experiment
three (column numbers 6, ?, and 8) in Table 20

Source of
variation

Sum of
sguares

Treatment
Within treatments
Temperature
Temp. x treatments
Error

Total

2:496.525/
1,497.4133
2,088.5402
·841.1107
3,275.0525
10,198.6424

Degrees of
freedom

4
15
2
8
30
59

Mean
square

624.13
99.83
1,044.27
105.14
109.17

F

test

6.252-- a
9.56-

··Significant at 1 percent probability.
·Significant at 5 percent probability.
a.rhis effect 1s illustrated in Figure 11 in the text .

Table 25.

The analysis of variance of the data from total experiment

four (column numbers 9 and 10) in Table 20

Source of
variation

Sum of

squares

692.5570
560.6580
1,540. 0800
Temp. x treatments 446.7530
Error
395.4270
T01;;l1
3,635.4270

Treatment
Within treatments
Temperature

Degrees of
freedom

4
15
1
4
15
39

Mean
square

F test

173.139
37.377
1,540.080
111. 688
26 . 362

4.63-

·Significant at 5 percent probability.
·.Significant at 1 percent probability.
3This interaction 1s illustrated in Figure 14 in the text.

58.42-4.24-a
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Table 26.

Differential smear ratio values in number of lymphocytes
per granulocyte. These ratios were assessed only on blood
that displayed significant changes in the white blood cell
counts

Treatments in

Experimental

conditions

Rep

O. O·

0.1

50° F.
10 days

1
2
3
4
Avg

7.13
7. 55
7.13
6.69
7. 13

WBe count

60° F.
5 days

WEe count

Avg

45 . 5

1
2
3
4
Avg

6.41
10.98
8.85
12. 00
11.31

Avg

34. 9

UC 1

radlumillter water

0.2

0.3

0.4

7. 13
8.09
7.13

7.55
7. 55
9. 00

9.30
6.41
6.69

!l....l2

lh11

lh11

7.68

8.20

7.78

32.33
17.86
15. 67
16' 24
20 . 60

58.3
1.82
7.33
5.89
2. 22
4.49
34.6

50 .8
3.23
4.22
2.28
3.68
3. 35
56 . 3

46 .7
1.32
1.84
1.33

Wi
1.41
52.9

36.2
1. 79
2.09
2.11
b..ZQ
2.17
76.0
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Table 27.

The analySis of variance of the data from the first half of

Table 26
Source of
variation

Sum of

squares

39.9300
535.284{)
155.5357
730.7497

Replication
Treatment
Error
Total

Degrees of
freedom

3
4
12
19

Mean
square

1).3100
133.8210
12 .9613

F test
10.32·· a

·.Sign1!1cant at 1 percent probability.
aThe significant mean was detected by using "Critical values for Duncan's
new multiple range test" as described b.Y H. L. Harter in Biometrics 14

(4) :671-685.

Table 28.

The analysis of variance of the data from the last half of

Table 26
Source of
variation

Replication
Treatment
Error
Total

of

Degrees of

Mean

squares

freedom

square

F test

26 . 1619
250.5891
85.4914
362.2424

3
4
12
19

8. 7206
62.6473
7.1243

8,79**a

Sum

•• Significant at 1 percent probability.
arbe linear response pattern was assesed b,y the method in Chapter 16;
L1, J.C.R. 1957. Introduction to statistical inference. Edwards
Brothers. Inc. t Ann Arbore Michigan. 553 p.

Table 29.

Bone radioactiv1~ values in counts/minute from all the experiments.
Each value is based upon the combined bone ash from all three fish in
one experimental unit. The one replication (.) which showed aberrancy
in each set at data was not included in the average (Avg) throughout
the table a

!l'
~

..
.
."
S
....
....."
~

Co

Total expt.

One

Two

Three

~

Four

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------____________! _____ _____2______ _____ ______ _____ Z_____ ______2____ __
~~~~_e~~

~

Tim. 1n days
Temp. in 0 F.

5
50

10
50

~

15
50

5
60

~

10
60

~

5
50

~

5
60

5
70

!~

10
50

10
60

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------uc. radium/
liter water

0.0

Rep
1
2

3

4

Avg
0. 1

0.2

13.6' 8. 7 6. 1 167.9 31.8
4.6 42.5' 8.5 188.6 34.4
4.6 13.0 16.5' 229.4*104.6'

~

-.7....1

4:1 9:b

43.3 135.9'
145. 2' 75.6
28 . 1 61.8
3
4
~ 48.1
Avg ~ 61 . 8
1
2

...2.l
7.0

194 .6...!!.L.1

183.7 36.0

8.7 31.8
13.6'167.9 52.5
4.6 188.6 61.3 42.5' 34.4
4.6229.4*123.0' 13.0 104.6'
~ 194.6 ~
-.7....1--'!.!...1
4.1 183.7 5b.9 9:b Jb.O

100.2 146. 0 43 . 3 100.2 80.4
95.9 162. 1 145.2' 95.9 129.3'
121.9 133.0 28.1 121.9 85.7
1E31,6.0' ~ ~, 91.0
47:T ~ 1 7.0 ~ ~ 85.7
44.5
52.8'
50.3
46 .6

135.9* 146. 0
75.6 162. 1
61 . 8 133.0
48.1 196. 0'
6i':B 147.0

~
~

5.

"

~
0

~

"

~

~

0

~

>-'
0
~

>-'

1 124.7' 27.3' 77.4
2
94.7 194. 9 91.7
3
69 . 5 174.1 84. 0
86.6 147.4 153.0'
4
Avg ~ 172.1 84.4

325.8 296.0 124.7*325.8 129.5 27.3'296.0
)86.7 263.3 94.7 )86.7 174.9' 194. 9 263.3
263.1486.4' 77.6263.1 132.1 174.1486.4*
494.6'~
86.6494.6'1)4.6 147.4272.5
325.2279.5 86.3325.2 132.1 172.1 279.5

0

...
~
~

0

""

"'"

Table 29.
I~tal_~~t.

Continued

_______________ Qo§ _____________

Colt'"n no,

1

2

3

4

IH~

____________
5

6

Iht~c

7

___________
8

9

E~~

______ _
10

--_... _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Time n days
5
10
15
5
10
5
5
5
10
10
!~~E~_~_:_~~ _______ ~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~~ _____ ~~ ____ ~~ _____ ~~ ____ ~~ ____ Z~ _____ ~~ ____ ~~ ____ _
uc . radium/
liter water
0. 3

0.4

Rep
1 113 . 5 143.1 205.3
2 18.2' 157.3 140 . 5*
3 128 . 6 373 .9'200.9
4 83.5 1~.1 176 .6
Avg 108.5 1 .2 194.3

794.1* 263 . 7* 113.5794.1*100.0 143.1 263.7*
473.4 500 .9
18.2'473.4 108.2 157.3 500.9
))8.8499.9 128. 6 338 . 8 104.1 373.9'499.9
~ 486.0
!ll,.i ~ 20i..'!:* !J!!...! 486.0
~ 495.6 108.5 ~ 1O~ ~ 495.6

1 100.0 211.8 204.6
2 79.9' 1/ 8.1 204.4
3 108. 6 232.7 205.8
4 115. 9138.4*168.4*
Avg 108.2 207 . 5 204.9

430.3 398 . 5*
354 . 0 361.8
403 . 0 382 . 7
69 1.8'}71.2
395 . 8 371.9

100.0 430 . 3 151.3
79.9' 354.0 146.8
108.6 403 . 0 155.7
115 .9 691.8*192. 9*
108.2 395.8 151 . 3

211.8 398 . 5*
178.1 361.8
232 . 7 382 . 7
~3Z1.2

207 . 5 371 . 9

aThe figures in the table are t he counts/minute at approximately 50.0 milligrams
ush weights. In order to convert from counts/minute to micromicrocuries of
radioactivity per gram ash weight , counts are needed at ~pproximately 100 .0 and
150. 0 or 200 . 0 milligrams ash weights. Since the data did not test significant,
the add itional counts/minut~ figures for heavier weights of ash have not been
given. Figures are provided here so the reader can make some casual comparisons
of relat ive radioactivities under the different experimental conditions . An
illustration of the necessary figures and steps for the conversion of counts/
minute to micromicrocuries of activity per gram ash weight is provided in Appendix D.
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Table JO.

Bartlett's test of homogeneity of variance of the data
from Table 29 on the radioactivity of the bone asha

pooled df

pooled

40.000000

632993.47

weighted msq

5S

1.5824.836

unad j chi

adj factor

.dj chi-sq

21.265310

1. 05000000

20 . 252676

value [-

between gr df
4.000000000

calc df

4 •.51029.5'1*

F 4,18 df = 2. 6 (.OS)

17.912230

total ssq
832604.40
tabl chl-sq
. 000000000

sww msq
1.1116555

Table 10.5.3"

aCalculatlons done on the IBM computer no . 1620 at Utah state Univ.
following the techniques of section 10.20 in t
Snedecor. G. W. 1956. Statistical methods. 5th ed. The Iowa
St.te College Press. Ames, Iowa. 534 p.
·Signiflcant at the 5 percent probability.

NOTEl

Since the total data tested significant to show that there
was heterogeneity of variance, the data were then subjected
to log transmission to achieve homogeneity of variance .
When the data 'were separated into experimental unite and
tested, no significant differences were detectable among the
treatments at the levels or confidence desired. This finding
indicated extreme variability within the experimental data,
no doubt due in a large measure to biological variability.
Future research of this nature will require more samples and
replications in order to achieve significant findings within
the range of desired confidence.
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Appendix D
Example or the conversion of eounts per minute to micromicrocuries
of radioactivity per gram ash weight

Table 31.

Raw data in counts/minute of radioactivity in ashed bone
from goldfish exposed to four levels of radium for 5
days at 50° F.a The average (Avg) values are used to
construct Figure 19. ~ which the lines are fitted qy eye

uc. radium!

_____ ____________

Rep

in mg. minute

!!~~~_!~~!~

~!

wgts
1

2

3

50 . 5
50.4

46.0

Counts!
43.3
28.1
~

Jy.o

~!~

wgts

____________ 2!~

____________

~!~

________ _

Counts! Wgts Counts! wgts Counts!
in mg. minute in mg. minute

in mg. minute

53.0
49.7
50.8
51.2

94 .7
69 .5

86'2

53.3
51.9

!!2.!t

113.5
128.6
in, 5
108.5

45.7
49.1

100.0
108.6

'±2...11.1.5.....2.
li8.O T08.2

Avg

49.0

1
2

102.3
100. 5
101,2
101.3

59.3
36.9

1M.
45.0

99.8 115.5
100.0 77.6
110,8
~~:~ 101.3

100.0 138.7
102.2 156.6
99.4 .!Q2...2
100.5 135.0

101.5
101.8
101.3
101.5

200.1

59 . 1

202.1
201.2
201.7

136.4
110.4
123.4

.!22.....'! 122....2.

201.3

1~2.7

2OQ.4

IOI:"3

200.0 139 . 5
202.4 164. 1
201 . 2 151.8

3

Avg
1
2

Avg

£QQ...1
2OQ.4

!!:.l.1
51.2

83.

51.5

123.5
134.5
149.1
135.7

~he values from this experiment are used to illustrate the process of

conversion to micromicrocuries of radioactivity per gram ash weight.
as given by: Tslvoglous, E. C. 1961. Method for gross radioactivity
analysis of environmental samples. Radiological Pollution Activities
Unit, Robert A. Taft Sanitary Enginnering Center, Cincinnati a Ohio.

15 p.

180
160
140

•

~

c

12

Il

-~

lOa.

§
0
0

+'

•c

80

.

~

or
o

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

WI net weight in milligrams

Figure 19.

Arithmetic plot of the observed count rate (counts/minute) versus weight of
bone ash counted. The lines are fi tted qy eye.
~

o

~
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Table 32.

Changes in the

COWlt

rate as given in Figure 19 by determining

the difference in the counts/minute between each 50 milligram
interval. The differences are plotted on semleg graph paper
at the midpoint of the weight intervals, as in Figure 20 where
tbe lines are £1tted by eye a
Tr.2

b

Tr.3

Wgts

Corrected
in c .p.m. c . p.m. e
Changes

in mg.

o
50
100
150
200

o

J4

J4

J4

49

4

4

45
52

11

11

3

1

Wgts COl1I1ts/ Changes
in mg . minute in c. p.m.

o

o

45

50
100
150

115

200

120

J4
49

50

Tr. 4

o

Corrected
c~p.m.

o

82

82

82

107

25

25

8

115

5

3

118

8

82
107

Tr. 5

o

o

o

o

o

50

105

105

105

105

115

115

115

115

100
150

135
145

30
10

30
9

144

50
100
150

31
12

32
9

200

150

5

3

147

200

158

7

3

147
156
159

135

146

165

o

aThis step is used to determine the zero thickness count rate as if no
self absorption took place.
bTreatmen~9 2-5 are 0.1.
.
0. 2. 0.), and O. 4 uc- . radium / liter water.
cBased on the corrected changes in counts per minute (c.p.m. f2!:.. in
previous column), which are determined from the lines of Figure 20.
These corrections are a means of adjusting for errors in laboratory
procedures. Though minimal, they are the figures used in the remaining
calculations.

dActual and Corrected.

10)

100

0

1l

~

--§
~

0
0

!i
0

+'

~

+'

§ 10
0
0

!i
0

'"~

t'i

1

o
Figure 20.

25

50

75

100

125

Weight in milligrams
Semilog plot of the corrected change in count rate for equal
intervals of sample weight versus the sample weight at the
midpoint of the interval. The lines are fitted by eye.
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Table 33.

The calculations necessary to convert from counts/minute to
mlcromicrocuries of radioactivity per gram bone ash using the
corrected counts/minute from Table 32

In 1st difference in c .m. rd difference 1n c. .m.
C = weight difference between 1st and Jrd counts usually 100 mg.
8. 50
34/4
Tr. 2 = In 100
= In 100
= 2.14
100 = 0.0214 = C2
hll_
82/8
Tr. ) = In 100
= In 10.25
100 = 100 - 0.02)3 = C)
Tr. 4

= In

105/9
100

=

Tr. 5

= In

115/9
100

=

In 11.67
100
In 12.78
100

=

=

b.!!§.

=

~-

100

100 -

0.0246

=

C4

0.0255

=

C
5

Determination of RO' zero thickness count rate, in c . p.m./mg., where:

-------------------------------------------------------.-----------CRw

RO

"

1 - ' e -ow

where C

.

...·~04'"1i::!4...ix~4~5~~~
Tr. 2 = 1
-(.0214 'x 100)

-

Tr.

. I)&;

=

) = . . ~02..3"'3LX*_!I~0'f.Z:__,.= =

-

_(.02)) x 100)

1
x
Tr. 4 -_ 1.0246 -(.02
-

0

.

x 100)

Tr. 5_- 1·02 55XI47
-(.0255 x 100)

-

uuc./gm. =

Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.

= rate

0.96
0. 96
1
-2.14" 1 _ .12

=

1.09

2. 49
1 . 10
) , )2
1 - .09

=

2.77

=

).65

) . 75

=

4.08

- e

2.49
1

-

0

-2 . ))

=

= ). )2
=
_2.46
_
e
1
= ).75
=
1 _ .-2 . 55

RO x 1000
2.22 cpm/uuc. x C x B

2 = 1.09 x
) = 2.77 x
4 = ).65 x
5 = 4. 08 x

constant and Rw = corrected c,p.m.
at weight, w

-

1 - . 08

where C = 0 . 5, geometry of internal
proportional counter
and B = 1. 02 , alpha backscatter

1000/1. 1) =
964.6 uuc ./gram
1000/1 . 1) = 2,451.) uuc./gram
1000/1.1) = ),2)0.1 uuc./gram
1000/1.1) = ),610.6 uuc./gram

ash
ash
ash
ash

weight
weight
woight
weight
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Appendix E

Results of the radioassay of internal organs with a brief discussion

Table ' )4.

lnternal organs radioactivity values in micromicrocuries per
gram ash weight from most the experiments. Each value is based
upon the combined internal organs ash from 12 fish (3 fish x
4 jars per treatment level) . The conversion from counts!
~nute to micromicrocuries per gram ash followed the techniques
of Appendix Da

Exper~en,taJ.

conditions

Trea

0,0

ant ·· evels in uo

'0.1

radium liter water

0.2

0.3

0,

~,

~

50· F,

, 5 days
10 days
15 days

53,1
53,1
53 ,1

60· F.

, 5 days
10 day.

97.6
97.6

4,000.0
2,685.8

70· F,

5 days

97.6

Samples destroyed in experimentation

124,449.0 133,851.8 J8,028.8 88,515.3
27,884,9 26,207.9 30,646,0 51,860,6
3,650,4 37,904.0 17,778.8 17,674,8

13,292.2 4,659.2
5,433.6 10,119.4

4,035.3
8,707.9

~he absence of a good correlated response pattern of radioactivity
in intern'a l organs to radioactivity of water is rather evident. This
picture may be truly 'indicative of the state 'ot flux the internal ~organs
experienc'e while fish are continually immersed in radioactive waters.
The lack of consistency plus the variability of the results lends support
to such a theory. It is difficult even to envision any type of trem,
but two can be vague~y discerneq.

Though no logical sequence of activity through treatments at any one
time and temperature combination is present, a pattern seems established
through time and between temperatures . There appears to be a loss of
radioaotivity through time at

50· F.

The fish at

10 am 15 days have far

less radioactivity than the 5 daY samples. The radioactivity of fish
exposed for 5 and 10d~s at 60° F. is considerably less than at the
same t1m.e ~ periods foZ; fish from 50° F. waters. Many more samples would
be necessary in order to confirm either of these trends and give reasons
for 'them.

'

The inconsistent insufficient data prevents further analYsis and
discussion.

